AUCTION SALE
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 12 2019
AT 10:00 A.M.

AFGHANISTAN

4001 (w)

4002 (w)

4003 (w)a

1871 (dated “1288”) 1 Shahi black, Plate II, types 7 and 13, unused, the latter on paper, former with
small thins, good margins, fine and rare pair, cat. $1,450 .........................................................(2,2A)

500.00

1871 (dated “1288”) 1 Sanar black, position 2, also 1 Abasi black, position 7, both unused, fine, cat.
$900 ...........................................................................................................................................(3,4)

500.00

1863 (dated “1290”) 1 Shahi black, horizontal block of six, lower right stamp with retouched corner
ornament, fine and attractive multiple ..................................................................................(10,10a)

250.00

-5-
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4004 (w)a

4005 (w)

4006 (w)

1873 (dated “1290”) 1 Shahi black, full sheet of 15, printed on laid paper, watermarked Crown over
Garter, with “Pro Bono Publico” watermark, small faults at bottom, fine and attractive multiple .........
...............................................................................................................................................................(10,10a)

500.00

1875 (dated “1292”), 1 ab black, position 4, unused with large margins, fine, with 1936 BPA
certificate ....................................................................................................................................................(16)

250.00

1875 (dated “1292”), 1 ab brown violet, three different unused, positions 7, 4, 13, various shades,
occasional thin specks, mostly v.f. ..........................................................................................................(18)

250.00

-6-
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4007 (w)

1876 (dated “1293”), ½ rupee violet, 1 rupee brown violet, fine unused, cat. $450 ....................(27,28)

250.00

4008 (w)a

1877 (dated “1294”), Jalalabad Issue, plate of 40 in ocher, consisting of 25x1sh, 8x1sanar,
3x1abasi, 2 each of ½ rupee and 1r, arranged in eight horizontal rows of five (Shahi - positions 164; saner - 6-8, 11-5; Abasi - 1,9,10; ½ rupee-2,3 and 1r - 4,5). Positions 1-5 and 37-40 are dated
“1294”, others are dated “94”, unused, folded between stamps, rare multiple ...........................(94-98)

500.00

1909 (dated “1327”) engraved imperforate essay in blue, hand-lettered at bottom, v.f. .......................

150.00

4009 E

-7-
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4010 E

4011 `

4012 `

1909 (dated “1327”) perforated and gummed vertical tete-beche sheetlet of four, inscription reads
“Wealth of God - Afghanistan - In honor of the Amir”. The inscriptions do not indicate a specific
use, but it is possible that this was meant to serve as an official stamp of the Palace Official’s use,
minor toning and wrinkles, rare ......................................................................................................................

500.00

1924 cover with Afghan franking on back, used from Kabul to Peshawar, where three Indian
adhesives were added for further transmission via Bombay to Austria, fine usage ...............................

150.00

1927 cover from Alwar City, India, franked with 1a George V, addressed to Kabul, with Afghan
postage added for local delivery on back, Landikhana (3 Oct 1927) transit, stamp tied by Kabul Post
Office arrival seal, fine usage .........................................................................................................................

150.00

-8-
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4013 Ea

4014 w

1931 First Monuments Series, 10p brown carmine, sheetlet of six printed in reverse, white
background, printed on thick card ..................................................................................................................

250.00

Air Post. 1930 overprinted in red or green “Postes Aerienne” and surcharged with new values,
selection of 10 unused, fine-v.f. Apparently prepared to potentially serve a postal service using a
small fleet of planes piloted by Russian Aviators ........................................................................................

500.00

4015

4015 w
4016 w

4016

Parcel Post. 1909 non-denominated gray green Parcel Post, complete sheet of two, marginal folds
and perf. separations, one of very few sheets remaining intact (cat. $800 as singles) .........................

500.00

1909 non-denominated gray green Parcel Post, complete sheet of two imperf. at top, minor perf.
separations, one of very few sheets remaining intact .................................................................................

500.00

-9-
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ALBANIA

4017 w

1913 5pa ocher, overprinted in blue, violet and in red, three different, l.h. or h.r., signed Prindushi,
Buhler, Rommerskirchen, Kosack, etc. (catalogued as regular black handstamped singles) cat.
$1,350 .......................................................................................................................................................(4var)

4018

4018 s
4019 s

4019

1913 20pa carmine rose, horizontal pair overprinted Tete-Beche in violet (one inverted), canceled
on piece, v.f., signed Prindushi, also Sorani, with his 1998 certificate, rare ................................(6var)

250.00

1913 20pa carmine rose, vertical pair overprinted Tete-Beche in violet (one inverted), canceled
Valone, v.f., signed Brun, etc. ..............................................................................................................(6var)

250.00

4020

4020 (w)

500.00

4021

4022

4023

4024

1913 5pi dark violet, unused without gum, signed Richter 4024, also Peter Holcombe, with his 1997
certificate (“a scarce stamp”) cat. $1,400 ...............................................................................................(10)

300.00

1913 5pi dark violet, overprint inverted, used, light horizontal crease, well centered, fine, with 1990
Philatelic Foundation certificate (cat. value for a stamp with upright overprint) cat. $1,400 .....(10var)

250.00

1913 10pa blue green, with red Biehe overprint, l.h., v.f., handstamped guarantee marks, fine and
rare stamp, cat. $900 ...............................................................................................................................(13A)

250.00

4023 s

1913 1pi bright blue, with red Biehe overprint, canceled on piece, various handstamped guarantee
marks, fine and rare stamp, cat. $1,750 ..................................................................................................(15)

300.00

4024 ww

1913 10pa on 20pa carmine rose, n.h., v.f., signed Prindushi, etc., with 1979 Buhler certificate
(catalogued as hinged) cat. $1,250 ..........................................................................................................(19)

250.00

4021 s
4022 w
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4025 w

4026 E

4027 E

4028 (w)

1920 2q-1sh without overprint, imperforate sheet corner margin singles, h.r. at top margin, stamps
n.h., v.f. These were ordered by the French Commandant at Shkoder and never placed in use .......
.........................................................................................................................................................(129-34var)

150.00

1948 (10 July) two works by the Yugoslav artist S.Grujic, the first one prepared on a large piece of
yellowish drawing paper (385x272mm), inscribed “Republika Popullore E Shqiperise 10 Korrik 1943
- 10 Korrik 1948”, at bottom left “8 Lek” in blue. The second drawing, more precise on good quality
tracing paper (214x150mm), sunk-in on larger, thicker piece of cardboard, the inscription and date
spaced over two lines, signed by the artist, with issued stamp included for comparison, attractive
and unique pair of artworks, ex-Euro-Yu ......................................................................................................

2,000.00

Air Post. 1925 Eagle, unissued design in blue, two different, one value tablets blank, each
watermarked handstamped “Wertlos”, fine and very rare essays, possibly originating from the AdriaLloyd archives ...................................................................................................................................................

150.00

1925 5q-3fr, imperforate sheet margin singles, complete set of seven, unused without gum, v.f.,
only one sheet of 50 printed, cat. $3,000 ......................................................................................(C1-7var)

500.00

-11-
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4029 w

4030 s

4031 wwa

4032 P

1927 5q, 10q (2), 50q and 1fr (2), selection of double and inverted overprints, double one inverted,
“Shqiptare” inverted, l.h. or h.r., fine-v.f., some signed Prindushi, Champion, etc., less than 50 of
each printed ..............................................................................................................................(C8a/12a,12b)

250.00

1929 overprints used, complete set, canceled Dec 1929-Oct 1930, v.f., few signed Herbert Bloch,
rare, cat. $1,251 .................................................................................................................................(C22-28)

250.00

1931 Tirane-Rome overprint inverted, 3fr purple, lower left sheet corner margin block of four, n.h.,
gum toning (mostly light), also at upper right corner, fine-v.f. Only one sheet of 50 inverted
overprints was printed in error, this obviously unique positional piece (catalogued as hinged
singles) cat. $1,100 ...............................................................................................................................(C42a)

250.00

1950 50q, 2L and 5L small die proofs, marginal thins, otherwise fine-v.f. .......................(C54,56,57P)

150.00

Korca

4033 s

1917 French Occupation, overprints on Greek stamps, three different canceled on pieces, also two
unused singles ..................................................................................................................................................
-12-
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Central Albania (Essad Post)

4034

4034 `

4035

1913 (25 Dec) 3pi fiscal with Eagle handstamp, tied by Durres violet cancel on cover addressed to
Trieste, with arrival (30 Dec) pmk on back, filing fold away from the stamp, fine and very unusual
usage of a Revenue adhesive as a postage stamp .....................................................................................

250.00

Serbian Occupation of Albania
4035 `

1915 (18 Nov) cover addressed to Tirana, franked with 40p blue (SG 59), tied by the scarce, large
blue double circle “ZYRA E POSTES MOLLAS” with Star centrally in black, with manuscript date
below, Elbasan in Albanian alongside, with bilingual Tirana and Elbasan pmks on back, fine and
rare usage .........................................................................................................................................................

250.00

AUSTRIA

4036 s

1850 1kr yellow, hand paper, printed on both sides, vertical pair, margins all around, v.f. ...........(1a)

150.00

4037 `

1850 6kr brown, type Ia, margins all around, pen canceled and tied by Wien sunburst cancel on
refolded letter 30 July, 1851 to Hollenstein, with departure and arrival datestamps on back, filing
folds away from the stamp, fine cover ......................................................................................................(4)

150.00

-13-
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4038 E

4039 `

4040 P

4041 w

1860 Imperial Eagle, large die essay in black, Eagle design horizontal pair, value tablets
obliterated, printed on Japan paper in block form, some wrinkles, signed Matl, with his certificate ...

250.00

1867 Coarse Print, 2kr, 3kr (2) used on 5kr stationery entire envelope paying 13kr from
Schladming, via Bremen and New York to San Francisco, 6 August departure datestamps, red Paid
All New York arrival, additional Salzburg and Badstaad transits on back, docketing (San Francisco)
31 Aug 1873, overall toning and backflap repairs, colorful franking to uncommon destination ............

150.00

1867 Coarse Print, 3kr, 5kr, 10kr, 15kr and 25kr imperforate proofs on card, with or without gum,
couple of small thins, fine-v.f. ..........................................................................................................(28/32P)

250.00

1890 Numerals in black, 5kr red, 15kr lilac, perf. 11, 11½, vertical pairs imperf. between, usual
centering, the former with three short perfs at left, l.h. or h.r., signed Dr.Ferchenbauer, with his
1983 card certificates (ANK 53,56G, €1,300) ..............................................................................(54a,57a)
-14-
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4042 w

4043 `

4044 `

4045 w/ww

1890 Numerals in black, 24kr gray blue, interesting variety with inverted “4” of “24” at upper right,
l.h., fine ..................................................................................................................................................(59var)

150.00

1893 two registered covers used locally in Vienna, each with combination franking and bisected
10kr or 12kr value to pay the required 8kr rate, with arrival pmks ...........................................................

150.00

1900 two 2kr postal stationery cards used locally in Vienna, each with additional bisect of 1kr,
reflecting the Monetary System change, fine ...............................................................................................

150.00

1916 5h green and 10h magenta, Wartime Espionage forgeries, perf. and imperf. singles, the
former n.h., latter h.r., fine-v.f., rare .............................................................................................................

250.00

-15-
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4046 P

1917 Emperor Karl I, 15h and 20h trial color proofs, one imperf. pair (20h magenta), also
perforated single with large margins at bottom, 15h imperf. trial in black, plus two perforated and

gummed singles in carmine and brown, v.f. (ANK €900) ............................................................................

4047 E

4048 w

250.00

1918 Prisoner of War “Japan” Issue, six different artist signed Ludwig Hesshaimer die essays, with
original booklet cover (numbered 47/1000), also an additional set of six different imperf. essays in
orange, v.f., scarce ..........................................................................................................................................

200.00

1919 80h and 5h Postage Due, each with inverted overprint, l.h., fine-v.f., cat. $625.......(193a,J64a)

200.00

-16-
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4049 E

1919-21 selection of proofs, including Arms+Posthorn 5h+15h blue green, vertical gutter pair, also
five additional imperforate combination gutter pairs 15h Agriculture, imperf. black gutter pair, v.f.,
rare .....................................................................................................................................................................

300.00

1922 Symbols of Art and Science, 20kr-10,000r imperforate horizontal pairs, 10 different (complete
less 1000kr black violet), unused without gum, v.f. .................................................................(288/98var)

500.00

4051 (w)

1935 Mother’s Day, imperforate sheet margin horizontal pair, unused without gum, v.f. .......(376var)

200.00

4052 (w)

1937 Mother’s Day, imperforate sheet margin horizontal pair, unused without gum, v.f. .......(381var)

200.00

4050 (w)

-17-
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4053 w

4054 Pa

4055 ww

4056 ww

1937 Centenary of Austrian Railways, imperforate singles, l.h., also “Good Wishes” imperforate
singles, n.h., v.f. ...........................................................................................................................(385-89var)

250.00

1950 Costumes, photo-proofs, 11 different values, four singles, one strip of three and another block
of four, v.f. .........................................................................................................................................................

250.00

1950 Costumes, 10sh imperf. single on ungummed yellowish paper, also two imperforate horizontal
pairs in issued colors, both on horizontally ribbed paper, slightly different shades, n.h., v.f. (ANK

923PU, €1,060) .................................................................................................................................................

250.00

Semi-Postals. 1937 Winter Relief, imperforate horizontal pairs, n.h., v.f. set, cat. $320.(B152-55var)

200.00

-18-
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4057 (w)

4058 P

4059 E

1946 “Niemals Vergessen” (Never Forget), unissued set of two, regummed, also large size
exhibition leaf in black, fine-v.f. .....................................................................................................................

250.00

1947 National Art Exhibition, 8+2s and 18+12s, selection of three different stage proofs in various
colors, each dated 6 May-12 June 1946-47, two with “Schimek” handstamps, first printed on back
of a journal paper, others gummed, v.f. ........................................................................................................

150.00

1947-50 Shubert (1), Haydn (6), Mozart (3), Johann Strauss (Jr), selection of 12 different (many
signed) Wimmer essays in various colors, v.f., scarce group ....................................................................

250.00

-19-
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4060 P

1948 Flowers, 1.40+70g large die stage proof with gum, v.f., rare ..........................................................

4061 w

Air Post. 1918 prepared but not issued 10kr red brown without surcharge, l.h., v.f. (ANK 4C,

4061

4062 ww

4063 `

4064 ww

100.00

4062

€1,300) ...............................................................................................................................................................

500.00

1918 prepared but not issued 7k on 10kr red brown, imperforate single, n.h., v.f. (ANK 3B,

€1,800) ...............................................................................................................................................................

1918 eight sets of three on eight covers, Wien-Lemberg (18.5.18), Krakow-Wien (3.4.18), KrakauLemberg (8.5.18), Lemberg-Krakow (12.7.18), Lemberg-Wien (4.5.18), Krakau-Wien (16.7.18),
Wien-Krakau (15.10.18), also unaddressed Wien (10.4.18) with handstamped “Fliegerkurierline
Wien-Kiew-Flugstation Krakau”, some filing folds, fine-v.f., with appropriate arrival pmks ........(C1-3)

750.00

500.00

1922-24 Issue, imperf. horizontal or vertical pairs, first four n.h., others without gum as issued,
some marginal creases, otherwise v.f. (ANK €1,400) ...............................................................(C4-11var)
-20-
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4065 (w)

1935 Issue, imperforate singles, unused without gum, v.f. set .............................................(C32-46var)

250.00

4066 P

1947 50g-10sh imperf. black proofs, four different, also 2sh, 4sh and 10sh four different large die
stage proofs, all dated, with artist markings in pencil, fine-v.f., rare group ............................................

250.00

1951 Birds, stage proof of 20sh value, handstamped “Schimek” and dated, with “Stadtdruckerei”
and signatures on back, very rare .................................................................................................................

150.00

4067 P

-21-
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4068 `

4069 w

4070 P

Rocket Mail. 1933-35 selection of 35 covers/cards on pages, V14-N5, various cachets, also 10
unused vignettes mounted alongside, fine-v.f. .............................................................................................

250.00

Postage Dues. 1917 issue, imperforate sheet margin singles, also perf. and imperf. sets of four

without surcharges, l.h., v.f. (ANK €1,600 for unhinged) ........................................................(J60-63var)

250.00

Military Stamps. 1917-18 Emperor Charles I, set of 40 die proofs in issued colors, both frames only

and centers only, h.r., fine-v.f. (ANK €1,300) ............................................................................(M49-68P)
-22-
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4071 w/ww

1944 Feldpost L54 040 LPGA Wien, four different labels including two with Red Cross 50pf and
1RM overprints, l.h. or n.h., fine-v.f. .............................................................................................................

150.00

4072 s

Local Issues. 1918 Tirol, 3h-2kr, fifteen different used, fine-v.f., with 2009 Sismondo certificate .......

150.00

4073 `

Newspaper Stamps. 1919 2h variety, basic stamp double impression used on wrapper, fine .............
...............................................................................................................................................................(P24var)

100.00

Special Handling. 1916 imperforate 2h horizontal pair, 6h single, l.h. or h.r., v.f., also Special
Delivery imperf. singles, set of two .............................................................................................(QE1-2var)

200.00

4074 w

-23-
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4075 ww

1919 2h and 5h perf. 12½ x 11½, each with St.Andreas Cross at bottom, n.h., fine-v.f. ....(QE5c,6b)

200.00

4076 w/ww

1919-22 2h and 5h imperforate sheet margin singles, n.h., also 50h lilac, right margin imperf.
single, l.h., all v.f., cat. $485 ..............................................................................................(QE5-6, QE8var)

200.00

Austria - Post WWII Local Issues - Mondsee

4077 ww

1945 1pf-80pf overprints on German Hitler stamps, n.h., fine-v.f., with Sturzeis certificate (ANK

€330) ..................................................................................................................................................................

100.00

Lombardy Venetia

4078 `

1856 FL from Padova to Venezia, with 15c fiscal stamp used as postage, some paper erosion at top
of the letter, stamp and markings fine ...........................................................................................................
-24-
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Austrian Occupation of Italy

4079

4080

4082

4079 w

(ANK €500) ........................................................................................................................................................

4080 w

1918 Issue, surcharges on alternative values, complete set of 14 imperforate singles, h.r., v.f. (ANK

4081 w

Military Stamps. 1918 Issue, surcharges inverted, complete set of 14 perforated singles, l.h., v.f.

€500) ..................................................................................................................................................................

150.00

150.00

Local Issues. 1918 Ampezzo-Undine, imperforate singles, complete set of 72, unused without gum

as issued, fine-v.f. (ANK €1,200) ...................................................................................................................

250.00

Austrian Occupation of Romania
4082 ww

Military Stamps. 1918 Issue, imperforate singles on grayish paper, two sets, one with values
inverted, n.h., v.f. (ANK €1,000) ..............................................................................................(1N18-34var)

250.00

BARBADOS

4083 `

1894 “Paid at Barbadoes” Crown circle, small envelope used locally, with Feb 29 Barbados cds
alongside, v.f. ....................................................................................................................................................
-25-
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BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA

4084 P

4085 P

4086 `

1894 Coat of Arms, numerals at top, complete set of nine die proofs in original colors, printed on
thick paper, fresh and v.f. set (ANK €2,500) ...............................................................................(1a/10aP)

750.00

1894 proofs printed on both sides, one with pair of 25n violet, the other with pair of 2n red,
invalidation pen/crayon markings, the latter partly erased (removing part of design), fine and
undoubtedly rare ...............................................................................................................................................

500.00

1899 picture postcard with mixed franking Ottoman and Bosnia 2n orange, canceled by Plevlje
Fieldpost cds and addressed to Mistek, with arrival pmk alongside, fine and unusual combination ...

250.00

-26-
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4087 w/wwa

4088 `

4089 P

1900 Coat of Arms, 5h green, double impression, block of six, bottom stamps n.h., top stamps h.r.,

minor adhesions or natural gum creases, fine (ANK 13DD, €1,500) ............................................(14var)

1901 (23 July) registered cover to Germany franked with 40h orange perf. 12½, tied by K und K
Milit. Post XXIX, Livno cds, with straight line RECOM in black, “364” in blue crayon, with personal
red wax seal and Zinnowitz arrival pmk, v.f. and splendid cover, cat. $550 ......................................(20)

250.00

250.00

1906 Landscapes and Franz Josef, complete set of 16 different large die proofs in issued color,
with an additional example of 5kr, fine-v.f., rare (ANK €1,700+) ...............................................(30-45P)
-27-
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4090 P

1906 Issue, die proofs in black, complete set, v.f. .......................................................................(30-45P)

500.00

4091 w

1906 Issue, compound perforations 12½:6½:12½:6½ and 12½:6 6½:9½:12½, also 12½:9½: 9½: 9½
and 12½:9½:12½:9½ and other combinations, six different sets, l.h. or h.r., fine-v.f., cat. $3,867 ......
..............................................................................................................................................................(30c/45l)

1,000.00
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4092 w

1906 Issue, perforated 10½, complete set, l.h. or h.r., fine-v.f., cat. $1,088 .............................(30i-45i)

4093 P

1910 Birthday Jubilee Issue, Landscapes and Franz Josef,

imperforate die proofs of frame and

center, 32 different, v.f., rare (ANK €1,600) ..................................................................................(46-61P)
-29-
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4094 P

1910 Birthday Jubilee Issue, Landscapes and Franz Josef, perforated trial color proofs in green,
orange, violet, carmine, blue and brown, 90 different, possibly complete as issued, h.r., fresh, fine-

v.f. (ANK €7,500) ...............................................................................................................................(46-61P)

4095 P

1910 Birthday Jubilee Issue, complete set of die proofs in black, also two original Hesshaimer
engravings for the 25h value, v.f. ...................................................................................................(46-61P)
-30-

3,000.00
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4096

4097

4096 w

1912-17 Emperors Franz Josef and Karl I, imperforate singles, complete sets of 21 and 18, l.h. or

4097 w

1916 Emperor Franz Josef, alternate colors, perf. and

h.r., v.f. (ANK €900) cat. $515..........................................................................................(65-85,105-22var)

200.00

imperforate singles, complete sets of 18,

l.h., fine-v.f. (ANK €900) cat. €900 ................................................................................................(86-104P)

200.00

4098 w

1918 three sets of two, overprint inverted, double and double/one inverted, fine-v.f. ......(126b/127d)

150.00

4099 w

1918 Emperor Karl I, 2h-90h perf. and imperf. singles, l.h. or h.r., fine-v.f., cat. 333..............(128-40)

150.00
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4100 P

4101 P

Semi-Postals. 1918 40h black, die proof on thin paper, with “Pos 27” in pencil and handstamped
“159” at top right, fine and rare ..........................................................................................................(B20P)

150.00

Postal Stationery. 1906 Mosque in Karagjoz, 5h green, also Falls of the Pliva at Jajce, 10h
magenta, large die proofs in horizontal pairs, printed on thin card, v.f., possibly unique .....................

500.00

CENTRAL LITHUANIA

4102 w

1920 surcharges, complete set of 10, l.h. or h.r., some lower values with disturbed gum or minor
perf. flaws, fine-v.f., rare set, pencil signed, with 1987 Gerhard Hahne certificate, cat. $3,255 ...........
.................................................................................................................................................................(13-22)
-32-
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CHINA

4103 w

1885-88 Small Dragon, perf. 12½ 1c and 3c, also 5c greenish yellow, h.r., last one small thin,
others fine-v.f., cat. $950 ................................................................................................................(10,11,15)

4104

4105

250.00

4106

4104 s

1897 Red Revenue, 2c on 3c red, canceled on piece, fine, cat. $450 ...............................................(79)

150.00

4105 w

1897 Red Revenue, 2c on 3c red, h.r., fine, cat. $600 .........................................................................(80)

150.00

4106 w

1897 Red Revenue, 4c on 3c red, h.r., v.f., cat. $1,650 .......................................................................(82)

500.00

CROATIA

4107 w

1918 Independence, trial color proofs in carmine, violet, blue and gray, four complete sets, all
stamps with gum, l.h. or h.r., fine-v.f., with 1985 Velickovic certificates (Mi.51-54) ..............................
-33-
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4108 P

1918 Independence, imperforate essays (33x40mm) on chalky paper, printed from a later stone
than the issued design, set of four, v.f. ........................................................................................................

4109

150.00

4110

4109 wwa

1941 0.25d black, block of four, overprinted shifted to bottom, n.h., v.f., signed Wieneke, BPP ........

100.00

4110 Pa

1943 Pictorials, 12.50k two imperforate blocks of four, double impression, one inverted, v.f. .............

150.00

4111 ww

one with complete offset on back, v.f., signed Romerskirchen (Mi.173-76U) cat. €1,000..(B77-80var)

Semi-Postals. 1945 Welfare for Postal Employees, imperf. top sheet margin imperf. singles, n.h.,
-34-

250.00
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Local Issues - Banja Luka

4112 (w)

1941 1d green, 2d lilac carmine, unused without gum, the former overprinted “Basanska” for
“Boanska”, unused without gum, faint control handstamps on back, v.f. (€2,400 for unhinged) ..........
................................................................................................................................................................(Mi.1-2)

250.00

Issued under Italian Occupation

4113 ww

1944 Split (Spalato) surcharges, complete set of 17, with air post, postage dues and special
delivery, n.h., fine-v.f., with 1999 Caffaz certificate. Only 231 sets issued (Sass.6-22,
€3,600) ...............................................................................................................................................................

500.00

CUBA

4114 w/wwa

1857 ½rp blue, 1rp green and 2rp dull rose, three different blocks of 12, mostly n.h., fine-v.f., cat.
$420 ........................................................................................................................................................(12-14)
-35-

150.00
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4115 wwa

1878 5c blue, 12½c brown, imperforate blocks of four, n.h., fine-v.f., cat. $400 ....................(76a,78b)

150.00

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

4116 wwa

4117 wP`

1934 National Anthem souvenir sheetlets of 15, unused without gum as issued, n.h., unfolded, with
sharp corners, minor wrinkles, expert signed, with two original folders, fine-v.f. ..............(200a-201a)

500.00

Air Post. 1920 surcharges on perf. and imperf., specialized group including regular set of six,
inverted surcharges (C1a-3a), line perf. 13 3/4 (C6b) also inverted (C6c), plus imperf. trial printings
on Hradcany stamps, various colors and values (15 different), also 13 different proofs of the
overprint, nine different printer’s waste items, including double surcharges, open and closed Spiral
varieties, as well as two covers, each franked with the set of three imperf. stamps, many signed
Gilbert, fine-v.f. and interesting group .........................................................................................(C1-6,var)

1,000.00

-36-
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Local Revolutionary Issues

4118 w

1918 Prague I and Prague II overprints complete to 10kr, 21 of each issue, also Prague II inverted
overprints, 15 different, l.h., fine-v.f., many signed Mrnak .........................................................................

150.00

FIUME

4119 w/ww

Special Delivery. 1920 30c slate blue, 50c rose, imperf. vertical pairs, l.h. at top, bottom stamps
n.h., v.f. ..............................................................................................................................................(E2-3var)

150.00

FRANCE

4120 w

1871 10c on 10c bister, l.h., well centered, fine, signed Brun, cat. $1,400 .......................................(49)
-37-
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GERMANY

4121 P

Semi-Postals. 1943 Brown Ribbon Munich, 42+108pf stage die proof in black, missing top and
bottom inscriptions, die sunk on glazed card, v.f. .......................................................................................

250.00

German Offices in the Turkish Empire

4122 `

Military Mail. 1916-18 picture postcard with “Seeflugstation Bulgarien/Kaisserliche Marine”
handstamp in violet, also two 1916-18 “Feldpostbrief” entire envelope with Feldpost “Bosanti” and
“Bozanti”, bilingual markings, plus a Prisoner of War cover with “Tresorerie” label, some filing folds,
scarce group ......................................................................................................................................................

150.00

GERMAN WORLD WAR II OCCUPATION ISSUES
Kotor

4123 `

Postal Stationery. 1944 1L surcharge on 30c brown, two unused, one with double surcharge, one
alongside, faint tone spots, fine-v.f., rare .............................................................................(Mi.P1,P1var)

200.00

Laibach

4124 w/ww

1945 Famous Slovenes, perforated set of six in sepia brown (n.h.) and imperf. set in carmine (l.h.),

fine-v.f., cat. €650 ..........................................................................................................................(Mi.IA-VIA)
-38-
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Macedonia

4125 wwa

1944 surcharges 1L on 10s (10), 3L on 15s (5) and 6L on 10s (8), selection with singles, pairs, strip
of three and block of six, many with sheet margin, various types and positions, small varieties
including missing “1” of “1944”, shifts of overprint, missing periods, etc., n.h., fine-v.f., each stamp
signed Hristof, BPP, with 10 certificates (catalogued as ordinary stamps, without any premium for

Types and varieties) cat. €4,100.....................................................................................................(Mi.1,2,3)

500.00

Pleskau

4126 `

1942 two different sets of three, used on cover and card, v.f. ..................................................................

100.00

German WWII Fieldpost - U-Boat “Hela”

4127 (w)

1945 U-Boat Hela, unused without gum as issued, v.f., signed Bloch, GPSY, etc. ...............................

150.00

German Propaganda Forgeries for Great Britain

4128 (w)

1943 1 1/d Tehran “28.II.1943” two copies, also “This War is a Jewsh War”, unused without gum as
issued, fine-v.f. .................................................................................................................................................
-39-

150.00
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HAITI

4129

4129 `
4130 `

4130

1784 (Jan) outer FL from Cape Dumas to La Rochelle, with a good strike of “Colonies Par
Rochefort”, charged “8” (decimes), fresh and fine early letter from Haiti ................................................

150.00

1821 (25 Aug) FL from Port-Au-Prince to France, with red “Colonies Par Le Havre” struck on arrival,
due markings, fine ............................................................................................................................................

150.00

4131

4131 `

4132 `

4133 `

4132

1824 (4 Oct) outer FL from Port-Au-Prince to London, forwarded by “J.W. Schmidt Company of New
York” (inscribed by pen on back) with “Deal Ship Letter” struck on arrival, with additional docketing
(Received 4 December), fine early letter from Haiti to England ................................................................

150.00

1877 (25 Nov) outer FL from Jacmel to Birmingham, franked with pair of Great Britain 4p green, tied
by “C59” numeral pmks, with red Jacmel Paid departure alongside, letter refolded (another stamp
possibly missing), with some tears, also small piece with 3p and 1sh canceled by “C59”, perf. flaws,
otherwise fine ....................................................................................................................................................

150.00

1881 cover to St. Thomas, with negative Cap Haitien handstamp, some toning, rare ...........................

250.00

-40-
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4134 w

1889 General Legitime Essays, selection of eight different surcharges, h.r., v.f. (Francois Denys
Legitime was a Haitian general who served as President of Haiti from 1888 to 1889) ..........................

150.00

4135 P

1898 Coat of Arms, imperforate trial color proofs on card, horizontal pairs, fresh, v.f. ..........(46-51P)

150.00

4136 `

1900 (19 Feb) registered cover from Cap-Haitien to Boston, attractively franked, v.f., with arrival
pmk .....................................................................................................................................................................

150.00

1906 surcharged 1c on 50c claret, inverted as always, h.r., fresh and well centered, without the
usual gum toning, signed Alex Rendon, with his 1987 certificate. A v.f. example of this Haiti rarity,
only 50 printed, cat. $950 ......................................................................................................................(108a)

500.00

4137 w

-41-
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4138 `

4139 `

Flight Covers. 1929 (13 March) U.S. Marine Corps, Port Au Prince to Washington, D.C., also March
14 Port Au Prince to San Juan, two first flight covers, fine-v.f., only 39 carried of first ........................

150.00

Zeppelin Flights. 1936 First Hindenburg Flight, 30 April from Port Au Prince, registered via New
York, with 50c United States Zeppelin Century of Progress (May 1) added for further transmission
to Germany, with Berlin arrival pmk on back, appropriate cachet and markings, faint toning,
otherwise fine and rare mixed franking with 50c Zeppelin, one of only a few known ............................

1,000.00

HONDURAS

4140 w

4141 P

1891 President Luis Bogran, 2p, 5p and 10p center inverted, three different, l.h. or h.r., fine-v.f. .....
.............................................................................................................................................................(62a-64a)

250.00

1895 Allegory of Justice, large composite die proof in black with 5c Salvador, 2c Nicaragua and 1c
Honduras, fine three-countries combination .................................................................................................

150.00

-42-
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4142 (w)w

Air Post. 1925 six different, h.r., first one without gum, others h.r., signed by various experts or with
Post Office control marks, last one with Friedl certificate, fine-v.f., cat. $987 ............................(C1/13)

4143

4143 w

300.00

4144

1925 5c pale blue, position 11 (of setting of 12), l.h., with Post Office Control handstamp on back,
also unusual double offset of surcharge on back, signed Champion, with 1998 Holcombe certificate,
only 200 printed, cat. $300 .......................................................................................................................(C2)

150.00

1925 10c dark blue, red overprint inverted, h.r., v.f., signed Brun, etc., only 12 printed, cat. $325.....
....................................................................................................................................................................(C4a)

250.00

1925 20c red brown, black overprint inverted, also another example with black overprint doubled,
the former used, the latter with some paper backing, signed Elliot N.Y., etc., rare, cat. $850 .............
............................................................................................................................................................(C6a,C6e)

300.00

4146 s

1925 20c brown, overprint vertical tete-beche pair, fine used, very rare, signed Bloch, .............(C6c)

300.00

4147 w

1925 50c red, black overprint, l.h., fine, signed Bloch, cat. $450 .......................................................(C8)

250.00

4148 w

1925 1p yellow green, h.r., fine, signed Brun, etc., with 1983 APS certificate, only 100 printed, cat.
$600..............................................................................................................................................................(C9)

250.00

4149 w

1925 1p yellow green, h.r., with Post Office Control handstamp on back, only 100 printed, cat. $600
......................................................................................................................................................................(C9)

250.00

4144 w

4145 sw

4147

4148

-43-
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4150 (w)w

4151 w

1925 25c black surcharge on 1c chocolate, 25c blue surcharge on 20c brown, both surcharges
inverted, unused without gum or h.r., fine, the latter signed Brun, cat. $1,025 ....................(C10a,13a)

300.00

1925 25c on 5c light blue, blue surcharge inverted, h.r., fine, signed Sanabria, etc., with 1987 PFC,
cat. $700..................................................................................................................................................(C11a)

300.00

4152

4153

4152 `

1930 Servicio Aereo (Official overprints) varieties “Hbilitado” for “Habilitado”, four different, one with
green overprint inverted, used on registered cover from Tegucigalpa (Mar 11 1932) to France,
additional markings on back, with New York transit arrival pmk, v.f., rare cover with unlisted errors

250.00

4153 `

1930 5c on 20, 10c on 20c red surcharge and 10c on 20c red surcharge inverted, three different
used on registered cover from Tegucigalpa to Puerto Cortes, filing folds away from the stamps,
scarce combination franking, with arrival pmk on back ........................................................(C22,29c,30)

150.00

1930 5c on 10c blue (official), variety “1930” reading down, block of four, upper right stamp the
variety, n.h., v.f., signed Eliot. A rarity, Sanabria states only 1 (!) printed (San.40,40a) (catalogued
as hinged singles) cat. $2,850 ........................................................................................................(C33,33b)

1,000.00

4154 wwa

-44-
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4155 w

1930 5c on 10c blue (official), variety “1903” for “1930”, l.h., v.f., signed “RDM”, a rarity, Sanabria
states only 1 (!) printed (San.40b) cat. $1,500 ..................................................................................(C33b)

750.00

4156 w

1930 20c on 50c red, overprint reading up, h.r., pencil signed, rare, cat. $350 ..........................(C36a)

150.00

4157 `

Flight Covers. 1925 (Jan) Pioneer flight from Tela to USA, with 6c franking and oval “Landing Field
Tela Honduras” alongside, “Via Airplane” label, fine Roessler cover. Airmail service was of great
significance to Honduras, its capital Tegucigalpa isolated from the outside world, with no rail
transport and with roads so poor that mule trains took up to a week to carry mail to a port on the
north coast for onward transmission to other countries. The small aircraft flown by Compania Aerea
Hondurena (also advertised as Central American Airlines [CAA]) traveled the 200-kilometer distance
in about an hour and a half. On Oct. 24, 1922, the postmaster general of Honduras contracted with
an American physician named Thomas C. Pounds to establish airmail service between Tegucigalpa
and the north coast. The pilot, Sumner B. Sonny Morgan (by this time, an aviator for a decade or
more having worked for Glenn H. Curtiss’ Curtiss Aeroplane and Motor Co.) flew a small number of
covers .................................................................................................................................................................

150.00

4158 `

1925 (14 May) Pioneer flight from Tela to USA, with 6c franking and oval “Landing Field Tela
Honduras” alongside, also Tela Atlandida May 14 1925 and “Paz, Base de Progreso” handstamp,
fine and scarce, only a few carried ................................................................................................................

250.00

4157

4158

IRAN

4159 (w)w

1881 (September) Recessed Mitra Issue, Five Shahis (25 Centimes) deep green & green, perf. 13,
two unused singles, one without gum, other h.r., fine, signed Sadri, with his 2019 card certificates,
cat. $2,800 ...................................................................................................................................................(52)
-45-
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4160 ww

4161 w

4162 w

4163 wwa

1897 5kr green, horizontal sheet margin pair variety imperf. at top, l.h. in margin, stamps n.h., v.f.,
signed Sadri, with his 2019 card certificate ...................................................................................(117var)

150.00

1902 “Provisoire 1319” issue, 3kr pinkish brown, h.r., v.f., rare unissued variety, signed Sadri, with
his 2019 certificate (Persiphila 226) ................................................................................................(184var)

150.00

1911-21 selection of 19 stamps including 1ch (4), 2ch, 3ch, 5ch, 6ch, 6ch green & red brown (3),
12ch (2), 24ch, 5kr (2), l.h. or h.r., fine-v.f., each signed Sadri. A rare group of originals .(481/496)

250.00

1915 Provisional issue handstamped “1333”, 6ch scarlet & maroon, lower left sheet corner margin
block of 14 (7x12), n.h., upper left stamp defective, folded between stamps, fine-v.f., scarce
multiple, with 2019 Sadri certificate (catalogued as hinged singles) cat. $840...............................(546)

300.00

-46-
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ITALIAN STATES
Modena

4164 (w)

1859 15c black brown, variety without period after “15”, unused without gum, margins all around,
fresh, v.f., with 1986 Philatelic Foundation certificate (catalogued as unused without gum) cat. $875
.....................................................................................................................................................................(11c)

150.00

Sardinia

4165 w

1853 King Victor Emmanuel II, lithographed frame, colorless embossed vignette, 5c grayish green,
20c indigo blue, 40c brown rose, three different, unused with full original gum, h.r., natural gum
wrinkles, margins all around, fresh and v.f., signed Diena, etc., with 1986 Philatelic Foundation
certificates (signed Herbert Bloch), cat. $4,480 .......................................................................(7b, 8b, 9b)

500.00

ITALY
4166 s`

4167 Pa

1788-1944 Postal history of Milan, collection on 63 pages, each item expertly described exhibition
style, covering the Duchy of Milan under Austrian rule 1788, folded letters and Republica Cisalpina
documents (1798-1801), straight-line “Arm D’Italie” Milano, also 1812 letter to Genova,
handstamped paper, other letters under Austrian Empire, many interesting markings in red and in
black, Lombardy-Venetia 1850 issue selection with Milano cancels, also 1-2 on cover, other twocolor combination frankings, 1858 Newspaper with Blue Mercury from Milano, 1860 stamps of
Sardinia used in Milan, Kingdom of Italy, 1919 Italian Occupation of Austria censored cover with
Milano Posta Estera handstamp, 1932 commemorative issues on covers from Milan, 1943 Italian
Social Republic censored cover to Switzerland, 1944 mixed franking cover with German censor
markings, plus Exhibition labels, cards, etc. A fine collection of Postal History of Milan (web photo)

1,000.00

1944 Italian Social Republic, prepared but never issued 2L, 2.50L, 5L, 10L and 50L imperforate
blocks of four, unused without gum as printed, v.f., signed Enzo Diena, with his 1996 certificate .....

500.00

-47-
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LOCAL ISSUES - Merano

4168 `

1918 (7 Dec) cover with set of three, used with Austrian franking to Schlanders, with Algund arrival
canceling the stamps, with corresponding Meran Chamber of Commerce handstamp, fine-v.f.,
signed Bloch (Sass. €1,900) ...........................................................................................................................

500.00

JAPAN

4169

4170

4169 s

1875 15s lilac, canceled Yokohama June 13, usual perfs, fine, cat. $160 ........................................(47)

100.00

4170 w

1916 Ceremonial Cap, 10s ultramarine & dark blue, h.r., v.f., cat. $800 .........................................(154)

250.00

4171 wa

1935 Mt.Fuji, 1½s rose carmine, sheetlet of 20, few h.r., fine-v.f., cat. $700 ...............................(222a)

250.00

-48-
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KOREA

4172 ww

1954 Dok Island souvenir sheets, set of three, unused without gum as issued, n.h., v.f. (KPC Won
900,000) .......................................................................................................................................(200-202var)

250.00

LIBERIA

4173

4173 `

4174 `

4175 w

4174

1841 (14 Dec) FL from the Rev. Robert W. Sayer to New York, headed “Ship Saluda” and endorsed
“politeness of Capt. Taylor”, fascinating text giving account of the transit to Monrovia to take up his
assignment as a missionary with the tribes of Liberia. Rev. Sawyer praises the “hospitality of the
Krooman tribesmen, etc., no postal markings, nevertheless a fine early letter from Liberia ................

150.00

1882 (6 Dec) cover from Monrovia to Charleston, franked with single 8c blue canceled by horizontal
bars, with departure cds alongside, red “Paid Liverpool Br. Packet” transit at bottom, New York and
Charleston arrival pmks on back, usual toning, fine cover ..................................................................(22)

150.00

1892 Definitives, 4c Elephant, center inverted, h.r., v.f., cat. $225 ..................................................(35a)

150.00

-49-
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4176 w

4177 w

4178 `

1892 Definitives, 4c Elephant, 8c and $5 President Johnson, each with center inverted, h.r., finev.f., cat. $1,125 ..........................................................................................................................(35a,37a,49a)

500.00

1901 stamps with “O S” printed, handstamped “ordinary”, 16c lilac, 50c red brown & black, $1
ultramarine & black, three different, l.h. or h.r., fine-v.f., signed Stolow, etc., rare, cat. $975 .............
............................................................................................................................................................(73,78,79)

500.00

Air Post. 1936 surcharges, set of three tied by 28 Feb 36 Monrovia cds on FDC addressed to Cape
Palmas, fine-v.f., signed Bartels and Herbert Bloch (catalogued as used off cover) cat. $825 ..(C1-3)

250.00

4179

4179 `
4180 `

4180

1936 surcharges, set of three tied by 28 Feb 36 Monrovia cds on FDC addressed to Cape Palmas,
fine-v.f. (catalogued as used off cover) cat. $825 .............................................................................(C1-3)

250.00

1936 surcharges, 6c on 3c brown tied by 28 Feb 36 Monrovia cds on FDC flown to Cape Palmas,
with Harper arrival pmks, fine-v.f. (catalogued as used off cover) cat. $275 ....................................(C2)

150.00

-50-
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4181 ww

1942 50c on 1c green, horizontal pair, left stamp inverted “50”, n.h., v.f., only a few reported ...........
..............................................................................................................................................................(C27var)

150.00

MONTENEGRO

4182 `

4183 w

1903 (11 Apr) cover to Eodo, Bay of Cattaro, franked with 1902 1h blue and 2h mauve, strips of
four and three, tied by “Danubio OE Lloyd” cds, paying 10h double rate for printed matter, with
arrival “TRIVET TEODO” strikes on both sides, v.f., rare usage ...............................................................

300.00

1945 German Occupation, 25c-5L five different, n.h., v.f., last one signed Keiler, BPP, etc., (web
photo) cat. 800 ...............................................................................................................................(Mi. 10-14)

150.00

Issued under Italian Occupation

4184 ww

Air Post. 1942 overprints in black, n.h., fine-v.f., signed Caffaz, with 2000 certificate, cat.

€1,000 ...........................................................................................................................................(Sass.10-17)
-51-
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NICARAGUA

4185 P

4186 (w)

1894-95 Liberty and Arms Issues, three collective proofs, sheetlets of two and three in black and
ultramarine, fine-v.f. .........................................................................................................................................

150.00

Air Post. 1932 2c-5c inverted overprints, four different without gum as issued, signed Heiman,
Bloch, etc., with PFC or APS certificates, a rare group, only 20-30 of each printed, cat. $525 ............
..........................................................................................................................................................(C33a-36a)

250.00

PANAMA

4187 wa

1906 5c on 1p lake, “Panama” struck four times, up and down, 100 stamps (originally a sheet),
large multiples, usual dried gum, few damaged, mostly fine or better, rare if not unique find of these
errors ...................................................................................................................................................(183var)

500.00

POLAND

4188 s

1857 Russia 10k brown & blue, imperf. single with sheet margin at left, cut in at top and bottom,
canceled on piece by “6.” (Kaluszyn), undoubtedly very rare ...............................................................(1)
-52-
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Polish Army in the Soviet Union

4189 w

1943 50gr red brown “Dojdziemy”, single and vertical tete-beche pair, h.r., v.f., pencil signed, also
handstamped “J.B.” ..........................................................................................................................................

250.00

Generalgouvernment - WWII German Occupation

4190 w

1944 British Propaganda Hans Frank, 20pf olive green, left sheet margin single, disturbed gum,
vertical crease, fine appearance ....................................................................................................................

500.00

Warsaw Uprising

4191 (w)s

1944 AK Issue, set of five, unused except the green vignette used, also the additional red “grenade
throwing”, signed Burkiewicz, fine-v.f. ...........................................................................................................
-53-
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4192 (w)

1944 Home Army “AK” issue set of five, also second issue sheet margin single, unused without gum
as issued, also “1410-1944” private overprint on 48pf Hitler stamp .........................................................

500.00

Polish Corps in Italy

4193 s

1945 Polish 2nd Corps, souvenir sheet showing 45gr, 55gr and 1zl values, missing 1zl, canceled
“Glowna Poczta Polowa “104” 1.1.46”, also the actual sheet of four, fine and rare ...............................
-54-
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4194

4194 s
4195 s

4196 (w)ww

4195

1945 Polish 2nd Corps, souvenir sheet showing only the single 1zl value at bottom, canceled
“Glowna Poczta Polowa “104” 1.1.46”, v.f., rare (Sass. €12,000) .............................................................

1945 Polish 2nd Corps, souvenir sheet showing only the 45zl and 1zl values, canceled “Glowna
Poczta Polowa “104” 1.1.46”, v.f., rare .........................................................................................................

500.00

500.00

1946 Polish 2nd Corps, imperforate singles without gum as issued on thick white paper, two
different shades of 2zl, also error of color of the 55gr violet (instead of blue), also new colors set of

four, n.h., v.f. (Sass.5B-8B,b,6BII, 9-13, €3,410) ........................................................................................
-55-
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PORTUGUESE COLONIES
Nyassa

4198

4197

4197 w
4198 w

1901 Animals, 2½r-300r centers inverted, complete set of 13, l.h. or h.r., fresh, mostly v.f., cat.
$1,040 ................................................................................................................................................(26/38var)

500.00

1901 Animals, 2½r-300r centers inverted, complete set of 13, l.h. or h.r., fresh, mostly v.f., cat.
$1,040 ................................................................................................................................................(26/38var)

500.00

ROMANIA

4199 w

4200 w(w)

4201 w

1862-63 30pa blue, laid paper, also wove paper 3pa, 6pa and 30pa (2), total of five tete-beche
pairs, various combinations, occasional small thins, mostly fine-v.f. ........................(14a,19a,20a,21a)

250.00

1868-70 Prince Carol issues, complete sets of nine, l.h. except 50b unused without gum, with 1986
PFC, v.f., cat. $707 ...............................................................................................................................(33-42)

250.00

1871-72 Prince Carol issues, complete set of seven, l.h., fine-v.f., cat. $747.............................(43-49)

250.00
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4202 ww

Local Issues. 1945 Northern Transylvania Oradea/Nagyvarad First Issue, overprinted and
surcharged on Hungarian stamps, complete set of 22 different, n.h., fine-v.f., signed Dragoteanu
Mircea, with his 2002 certificate .....................................................................................................................

500.00

RUSSIA

4203 s

1857 10k brown & blue, open “0” in “10” at lower left, sheet corner margin example, used, v.f. ....(1)

250.00

4204 `

1857 10k brown & blue, three ample margins, in at frame-line at right, canceled by “304” in
rectangle of dots on cover from DMITROVSK to Porhov, with boxed “Polucheno” arrival datestamp
on front and a perfect strike of “Porhov 9 August 1858” arrival on back, also faint “ Dmitrovsk Orlov”
two-line pre-philatelic departure alongside, wax seal removed with resulting backflap faults, some
usual ageing spots, rare usage ...................................................................................................................(1)

2,500.00

1863 5k black & blue, cancelled by dots on front of 10k stationery entire envelope, with “11” St.
Petersburg-Warsaw Railway cancel and corresponding TPO 1 Aug 1863 pmk on back, addressed to
Kamenetz-Podolski, some cover mending, otherwise fine and rare combination franking, cat. $4,500
.......................................................................................................................................................................(11)

2,500.00

4205 `

-57-
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4206 `

4207 wwa

1865 registered value letter from Berdiansk, via Odessa to Cattaro, with “Franco” and Odessa
diamond markings at bottom, also “Polucheno” datestamp, with Vienna, Fiume, Zara transit, Cattaro
arrival pmks on back, two mostly intact wax seals, fine cover to uncommon destination, with
interesting routing. Also included are five additional FLs to Odessa, usually from Berdiansk and
Taganrog ............................................................................................................................................................

150.00

1889 3.50r black & gray (horizontally laid paper), sheet of 25, n.h., few toned specks and opened
perforations, fine-v.f. and splendid multiple, cat. $3,125 ......................................................................(53)

500.00

4208

4209

4208 w

1902 7k dark blue, printed on gum only, right sheet margin single, fine and very rare ............(59var)

250.00

4209 w

1913 Romanov Tercentenary, 3k rose red, double impression, one inverted, l.h., v.f., cat. $600 (90b)

200.00
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4210 ww

1922 7,500r blue, horizontal strip of three, spectacular paper fold creating a “gutter pair”, n.h., v.f. .
...............................................................................................................................................................(203var)

250.00

4211 ww

1924 Definitives (typographed), 4k deep rose, double impression, n.h., v.f. ............................(279var)

150.00

4212 S

1924 Definitives (typographed) 5r upper right sheet corner margin strip of four, perforated Obrazets
and with invalidating horizontal lines, fine and attractive positional piece ...................................(293S)

100.00

1925 Definitives (watermarked), 8k and 1r perf. 14½x15, both n.h., fresh and v.f., rare, cat. $1,150 .
.........................................................................................................................................................(311a,321a)

500.00

1925 Definitives (watermarked), 3r black brown & green, perf. 12½, top sheet margin single, n.h.,
v.f., rare stamp, especially in this exceptional quality, cat. $800 ....................................................(324a)

500.00

4213 ww

4214 ww
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4215 ww

1927 Esperanto, 14k Zamenhof, vertical imperforate pair, n.h., folded between stamps, otherwise
v.f., with handstamped guarantee marks, cat. $2,750.......................................................................(374c)

1,000.00

4216 wwa

1927 8k Worker & Sailor, misperforated block of nine, n.h., v.f. and impressive .....................(378var)

250.00

4217 w

1929 Pioneers, 14k slate, perf. 12½x12x10x12, h.r., v.f., scarce, cat. $425.................................(412a)

150.00

4218 w

1937 40k Lenin, imperforate top sheet margin single, folded at top margin, minute thin specks, v.f.,
cat. $375 ..................................................................................................................................................(619b)

150.00
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4219 wwa

1949 Lenin Mausoleum imperforate souvenir sheet of four, n.h., usual gum wrinkles, v.f. ...................
..........................................................................................................................................................(1327a,var)

500.00

4220 P

1958 40k Statue of Lenin, die proof on thin card, v.f. ...................................................................(2124P)

150.00

4221 wwa

1983 unissued 4k “Russian Fairy Tales” by A.Kurkin, imperforate sheetlet of 12 different designs
showing beautiful lacquerware type designs on red background with simulated perforations, n.h.,
v.f. .......................................................................................................................................................................

250.00
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4222 w

Air Post. 1930 Graf Zeppelin 40k and 80k imperforate singles, l.h., v.f., signed Goznak, cat. $3,300
..........................................................................................................................................................(C12b-13b)

1,000.00

4223 ww

1931 50k gray blue (error of color), n.h., v.f., cat. $900 ..................................................................(C23a)

300.00

4224 `

Postal Stationery. 1875 5k green, postal card sent from St. Petersburg to England, with departure
and arrival markings on both sides, trivial corner creases, otherwise fine ..............................................

150.00
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4225 wa

4226 S

Revenue Stamps. 1869-70 Pskov Zemstvo, selection of seven perf. or imperf. blocks of four, two
blocks with blank labels, plus two larger “couche” blocks of seven, with or without gum as issued,
fine-v.f. ...............................................................................................................................................................

250.00

1900 2r and 3r horizontal strips of eight, perforated OBRAZETZ in large red Cyrillic Caps, n.h., finev.f. .......................................................................................................................................................................

250.00
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Russian Offices in China

4227 `

1929 registered cover (stamps removed) from Zajsan (town in Eastern Kazakhstan) sent via MaiKapchagay to Urumchi, China, showing a clear transit postmark, arrival “Urumchi Tihua Sinkiang”
below, Chinese censor label, rare usage and markings .............................................................................

150.00

SERBIA

4228

4228 w

4229

4230

1880 50p brown violet, gummed on both sides as often, well centered, irregular perforations at top,
fine, with Adolph Ernst certificate, cat. $275 ........................................................................................(31a)

150.00

4229 w

1880 50p brown violet, gummed on both sides as often, irregular perforations at right, fine, signed
Dr.Hirsch, with his 1965 certificate, cat. $275......................................................................................(31a)

150.00

4230 w

Military Stamps. 1916 overprinted “Serbien” in red, complete set of 21, l.h. or h.r., fine-v.f. (ANK

€800) .................................................................................................................................................(1N1-21P)

250.00

SLOVENIA

4231 w/ww

1941-45 collection on pages, with “Co.Ci” overprints on Yugoslav stamps, complete, also Postage
Dues, other Italian Occupation issues, 1941 Air Post to 50d, plus 1945 “Slovenia” overprints in
German Occupation stamps, on Hitler definitives and 1945 Hungarian Issue, l.h. or n.h., many
signed Dr.Dub and others, fine-v.f. ................................................................................................................
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UKRAINE - Displaced Persons Camps

4232 wwa

1949 Neu-Ulm, Hannover Camp Post, selection of 49 imperforate blocks of four, various
denominations, colors, surcharges, etc., n.h., fine-v.f. ...............................................................................

500.00

YUGOSLAVIA - Serbia

4233 ww

1944 overprinted on Hungarian stamps, complete set of 10, also postage due, n.h., fine-v.f., each

stamp with handstamped guarantee mark, cat. €715..............................................................(Mi.1-10,P1)
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LARGE LOTS AND COLLECTIONS
UNITED STATES
4234 ws

1861-1968 collection in Lighthouse hingeless album, with some early used material including 1869
15c, then mostly unused with Banknotes to 90c (including Scott 208a and 218 unused with PFCs),
with some Specimens and plate proofs, 1890 to 90c, 1893 Columbian Issue to 50c, 1895 Bureau
Issue complete to $5, 1898 Trans-Mississippi to 10c, 1901 Pan-Americans, 1902-3 Issue to $5,
Louisiana Purchase, Washington-Franklins to $5, Panama-Pacific including Scott’s no. 404 (with
1989 PFC), Scott’s no. 505 in block of nine, 1923 Liberty Series to $5, White Plains souvenir sheet,
Kansas-Nebraska, etc., Airpost with C1-6, C13-15 Zeppelin set of three, etc., mixed condition with
some minor faults possible, fine-v.f. and useful collection .........................................................................

5,000.00

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS
4235 ws

1904-71 collection on Scott album pages, nearly complete unused Canal Zone, including No.3
(signed), 4-14, 16-45, 49-54, other overprints on regular issues (70-104) and others, including Air
Post, booklet panes, also small group of used and unused Hawaii; Philippines apparently complete,
unused from 1923, with imperf. set to 10p (340-53), also Air Post, some OB overprints, Japanese
Occupation; Puerto Rico, Ryukyu Islands (complete without 1a-7a,17), mostly fine-v.f. ......................

1,000.00

ALBANIA
4236 ws`

1816-1993 extensive collection on pages, housed in 10 albums, with Ottoman Era and Austrian Post
starting in 1816 with a FL delivered by messenger (from Cictroe Fratolli Lumma of Shkoder to
Signore Capn. Niccolo Tripcovich of Durazzo), Ottoman Era with FLs including 1849 pre-philatelic
cover from Scutari to Constantinople (showing Type I (an Jabib) cancelation in the first year of its
use). There is also a 1863 cover from Venezia to Scutari, with Ottoman Postage Due added on
arrival, plus dozens of better strikes (all described on pages), stationery entires with Janina
Argyrokastron, bilingual Erguire, Berat to Trieste, plus many others. The Austrian Post to 1915 is
well covered with many examples of cancelations, FL used in 1855 from Delbintsi Mission, via
Antivari and Sardinian State to France, numerous Austrian adhesives, Durazzo cancels on
stampless letters, covers from Janina, cards from Prevesa, rare cancels from San Giovanni di
Medua, Santi Quaranta, Scutari, Valona, also on cards and covers. The Italian Post 1901-14
features a collection of various Post Offices in Durazzo, Scutari, Janina, Valona, with used and
unused stamps, covers and postal stationery. First Greek occupation includes military mail from Ayi
Saranta, also 1913 Army of Janina cover, 1912-14 overprints on Greek stamps, also Postage Dues
and many errors and varieties. There is the first Montenegrin Occupation 1912-13, with stamps and
cover. There are used and unused 1913 Eagle handstamps, with varieties and better values
included (high catalogue value), also stationery entire with handstamp directly applied (used from
Fier to Tirana), extensive Postage Dues, Korce Provisionals, Austrian-Hungarian Occupation;
Durres Government; Regency Regime; Greek Occupation, also Northern Epirus; German Control;
During and after the period of occupation. The Modiano Stamps of 1912, many proofs and varieties,
sheets, extensive People’s Republic of Albania; Cessionary ventures, Mirdite Republic, Italian and
German Occupation during WWII, including errors and varieties, postal stationery, rare Fieldpost,
etc.
Original Artist Drawing of issue to honor freedom fighter Kemal Stefa with design sets and
stamps; 1959-1993. amazing collection of photo postcards depicting Albanian culture including
regional costumes, work life, towns, villages and seaports, military cards from Italian campaigns
WWI, etc. A truly outstanding collection of Albania ...................................................................................
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AFGHANISTAN

4237 w`

4238 ws

1871-1986 large specialized collection on pages in 10 albums (nine are old-time Centennial
albums), with extensive representation of Kingdom of Afghanistan, many hundreds of Tiger’s Head,
numerous types, used and unused, also pairs, strips of blocks of four, complete and partial panes
of the 1877-78, also comprehensive 1881-91 Types, hundreds of paper varieties, types and shades,
many covers, Revenues (Tiger’s head removed), 1891 Kingdom issues, including proof sheet of all
values in black, on pink pelure paper, Abdur Rahman (Mosque Gate and Crossed Cannons), 1894
the Skeleton Issue, Registration stamps, Parcel Receipt stamps, cancellations and study of
forgeries; Habibullah Khan; National Seals; Amanullah Khan; definitive issues; provisional issues;
other Revenues; 1921-30 commemoratives and definitive issues, many panes of 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16
and larger, also tete-beche varieties, part perf. and imperf. errors, several covers, some used in
combination with Indian adhesives, used from Kabul to Peshawar, also external mail to Australia,
1920-23 issues, with many covers franked with the Royal star adhesives, used in combination with
Indian franking, 1923 Independence Day overprints, 1929 Provisional Issues, Air Post, Officials,
extensive Parcel Post, with many multiples, Seals and others. Modern issues include sets and
souvenir sheets, Wardak Resistance issues and much more; one volume is devoted to additional
postal stationery, especially airletters. This is the largest and most comprehensive collection of
Afghanistan we have ever offered, truly an exciting holding for a student or specialist ........................

10,000.00

1927-60 balance in carton, hundreds in envelopes, on pages and loose, used and unused singles
and sets, few covers and FDCs, some better items ....................................................................................

500.00
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ARMENIA

4239 wsa

1919-23 collection on large Elbe pages in album, with full sheet of 50x3.50r imperf., inverted
overprints, 1920 Alexandropol control cds in margin, other issues with 10r part sheet of 20, 1920
prepared but not issued (various), 1921 Pictorials, varieties, forgeries and other reference items,
1921 Second Star, 1923 unissued Erevan Pictorials, handstamped values, second Essayan,
surcharges in Gold Kopecks, error and varieties. Also included Azerbaijan 1921 issues, private
perforations. Soviet Definitives new designed 1921-22, varieties, forgeries, also 1922
Transcaucasian Federation of Soviet Republic issues for Azerbaijan (overprinted by hand
numbering machine), Provisionals, bogus issues Southern Azerbaijan, etc., mostly fine-v.f.,
interesting ..........................................................................................................................................................

1,000.00

ASIA (INDEPENDENT COUNTRIES OF)
4240 w/wwP

1951-70 large collection in a bulging Scott Specialty album, with LAOS, complete with booklets,
Proofs and Trial Colors, imperforate singles and sets, souvenir sheets. IRAN, unused sets from
1950s-70s, some earlier, THAILAND, with 1883 set (1-5), numerous singles and sets in the 1887-91
era, some better surcharges, many sets from 1955, including definitives; VIETNAM, 1952-70 mostly
complete, including booklets, deluxe sheetlets (Air Post 1952 issues, five different), plus issues
from WEST NEW GUINEA, mostly n.h., fine-v.f. .........................................................................................

1,000.00

AUSTRIA
4241 w(w)`P 1850-1970 Massive, historically important collection of Austrian stamps and Postal History, with
documents and expertly written up on Elbe pages, nicely presented in 24 albums. First issue
includes machine and handmade paper stamps, Lombardy-Venetia, watermarks, cancelations,
covers and folded letters, definitives, world’s first post card, 1883-1908 Pneumatic postal cards,
extensive Postage Dues and Newspaper stamps, government Reprints, Facsimiles, Specimen
overprints, special perforations, WWI Feldpost, Military stamps, with perf. and imperf. singles and
pairs for Romania and Italy, also POW cards, War propaganda, collectible Franz Josef postcards,
Locals, including varieties and covers, Occupation overprints, post WWI and First Republic,
commemoratives, specialized WIPA Exhibition section, with three singles (B110,110a) and souvenir
sheet of four (B111), other Semi-Postals sets, 10sh Dollfuss (380) used and unused, all issues
collected unused, used and on cover (or FDC), pre-WWII and Hitler’s entrance into Austria (photo
postcards of Hitler and related postal history), Catapult post, Zeppelin, German stamps used in
Austria, with used and unused sets, covers, propaganda cards and other philatelic related items,
American OSS forgeries of German Stamps, including “Futsches Reich”, also a “Spitler” stamp,
followed by Russian Zone, De-Nazification, Soviet Occupation and extensive Local Issues, with
excellent 1945 overprints on Hitler stamps, with Graz issues, perforation 12½ and 14, inverted
overprints, “Oesterreich Wieder Frei 5.5.1945” proofs of Loeben overprints, unused Losenstein,
also some covers, interesting bogus overprints (General Patton, etc.), Renner souvenir sheets,
other issues with covers and FDCs, stationery cards, Balloon Post, Glider flights, Air Post, etc. The
collection is replete with hundreds of Postal Stationery items, covering Empire (various nationalities
and languages represented), Republic, German Reich and post Independence. In addition, there
are hundreds of varieties, imperf., part perfs, shifted and inverted overprints, blocks of four and
larger, plus much more. Condition varies in the 19th Century, with some unused, mostly without
gum (or regummed), several with certificates, later stamps are generally fine-v.f. A most
impressive and important collection of Austria ............................................................................................
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4242 ws

Revenue Stamps. 1854-1957 collection on four Elbe albums, used and unused with hundreds of
different items, also 1906-18 Exhibition Labels, collection of hundreds of different unused labels
neatly mounted on Elbe pages, in three Governor Stamp albums, plus a few additional albums,
many different subjects, including Labor organizations, German Association in lower Austria,
Schools and professional unions, many beautiful and elaborate designs, fine-v.f. lot, housed in two
cartons.................................................................................................................................................................

1,500.00

AUSTRIAN LEVANT
4243 `

4244 ws`

1860-1906 covers and cards, selection of 38 items, many used in Austrian Post Offices in Jaffa and
Jerusalem, also Alexandria, Cavalla (1860 FL to Trieste), other stampless “Lloyd Austriaco”
markings, letters from Constantinople to Persia, Samsun to Sweden, some picture postcards, also
some used stamps and labels, mixed condition, many fine strikes ..........................................................

250.00

1861-1920 extensive and specialized collection on pages in four volumes, neatly described, with
Serbia 1852-54 FLs from Belgrade, Austria 6kr First issue pair canceled on piece by Belgrade
datestamp, 1867 25kr Franz Josef with a good strike of Belgrade, DDSG bill of lading with oval
“D.D.S.G. Belgrade Saldirt”; Bulgaria with selection of 1867-76 Franz Josef canceled “Widdin”,
others with “Sofia”, “Filipopoli” and “Filippopel” on Arms issue, also two covers and card, DDSG
cancels such as “Agentie D.D.S.G. Lom Palanka”, covers with 10h green from Sistov to Orsova,
Rustchuk to Galatz, another cancel “Agentie D.D.S.G. T. Maguerelle” and “Olienitza”; Romania with
“Bucharest” postmarks on Soldi issues, two stampless letters, one franked pair of 2s on FL from
Bucharest, DDSG “Braila”, also Austrian Lloyd, Galatz, Jassy, additional Bulgaria (with attractive FL
from Varna, with Sismondo certificate); Thrace, Dardanelles, Constantinople, Metelin, Canea,
Rhodes, Smyrna, Vathy, Trebizond, Scio-Esme, etc., with dozens of stamps and covers and cards,
also hundreds of unused singles and sets, overprints and surcharges, some varieties, Postal
Stationery and more, mixed condition, many $100-$200 items, some higher, excellent collection .....

2,500.00

BENELUX
4245 ws

1849-1970 collection in a large Scott Specialty album, starting with Belgium used and unused
Medallions, imperf. and perf., 1866-83 Leopold, many unused, values to 5fr, Coat of Arms and
coupon sets complete, 1912-19 King Albert complete sets to 10fr, also Helmet and rest of the
issues, Semi-Postals complete, with Red Cross, 1928 Orval Abbey perforated and Special
overprints (COB €995), also 1929 Crown overprints (Scott $650), Cardinal Mercier and overprinted

“Braine-L’Alleud” five high values (COB €2,150), 1933 Orval and complete from there, with all the
souvenir sheets, some special issues (reduced size, marginal overprints), Parcel Post, with many
early items, complete from 1935 (Q184-207, etc.). Luxembourg, some 19th Century, 1920s-to-date
(missing only the Intellectuals set), with Postage Dues and some Officials. Netherlands, with
occasional 19th Century, 5gld Wilhelmina (54, $700), mostly complete unused from 1923 with
Ascension (124-34, $425), various sets to 5gld, Syncopated Perfs, Semi-Postals, few Postage Dues
and Officials, occasional flaws noted, generally l.h. or h.r., fresh and fine-v.f. A solid and
comprehensive collection of Benelux, high catalogue value ......................................................................

5,000.00

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
4246 ws`

1878-1918 two cartons containing various collections and balances, including a collection of Military
post and postal stationary, mounted in album with descriptions, collection of stamps and a few
pieces of postal stationary, Fieldpost, collection of cancelations including 1878 Novy Pazar (note in
album reads: “No exhibit of Bosnia and Herzegovina would be complete without mention of the Novi
Pazar”. About 120 miles SW of Sarajevo is an area called the Sanja of Novi Pazar where the towns
of Plevje, Prjepolje, and Priboj overlook the mountain passes. After the occupation of the area by
Austrian soldiers in September 1878, a Feldpost Expositor (temporary field mail station) was
established in each town), 1900s Bosnia & Herzegovina postal history collection mounted and
identified, some full sheets of stamps, 1914 War Charity 300+ stamps; positional blocks (few pairs),
including many better overprint varieties (high catalog value), stock books with cancels, Ottoman
Period, etc., mixed condition, much better material, excellent for a specialist of this highly
collectable area ................................................................................................................................................
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4247 ws`P

4248 ws`

4249 s`

1879-1918 comprehensive and detailed collection, expertly written-up on 8½ x 11 pages and
housed in eight volumes, with Coat of Arms various types, Coat of Arms with numerals top and on
bottom. There are various perforations, proofs, in-depth studies of cancelations and types of the
first issues, proofs and varieties, Franz Josef’s Birthday Jubilee, incredible array of compound
perforations, many unlisted, die proofs, Pictorial issue with numerous color trials, other definitives
and newspaper stamps; commercial and Faces, Photo proofs of Emperor Karl and Empress Zita,
numerous varieties of overprints and Austrian issues, extensive Postal Stationery, Austrian
Feldpost, foreign destinations, Sarajevo cancels, etc. One volume is dedicated to the 1918 Issue,
overprints on Bosnia & Herzegovina stamps, many hundreds of singles and complete sets, inverted,
double and missing overprints, plus other unlisted varieties, generally expert signed, with dozens of
certificates, many very rare items included, also covers, Money orders and Parcel cards, Postal
Stationery, continuing to 1945 local issue (Mi.1-20), even some 1992-93 private overprints. An
impressive and well presented collection of Bosnia & Herzegovina .........................................................

5,000.00

1900 collection on pages, with 1906 set perf. 9½, imperf. singles, blocks and other multiples,
including imperf. pane of 15 of 5kr blue (Scott 45b) and proof of 5kr in yellow brown, imperf. block
of 9, also various used and unused sets and singles, sheets, etc. ..........................................................

250.00

1914-18 two cartons with two volumes of used stamps and covers, also miscellaneous Military
Fieldpost, thousands of used stamps, mostly on pieces, also on card or cover, each neatly
identified on pages, with additional three volumes written-up, excellent collection for a specialist,
many ex-Dick Major collection ........................................................................................................................

1,000.00

BRITISH AMERICA
4250 w

1833-1969 collection in a large Scott Specialty album, well filled Antigua complete unused, with
Queen Victoria, KEVII and George V issues to 5sh (cat. $5,000+), Bahamas used and unused,
Barbados, complete from 1892; rest of of the album with singles and definitive sets, mostly George
VI and QEII British Guiana-Virgin Islands, also Newfoundland, Prince Edward Islands, Cayman
Islands, Jamaica, St. Kitt’s, etc., generally l.h., fine-v.f. ............................................................................

1,500.00

CANADA
4251 w

1859-1980 collection in Lighthouse hingeless album, with 1859 1c, 5c and 10c unused without gum
(13,14,17), 1868-78 Large Queens, 12c, 2c, 6c, 15c, also Small Queens, unused, 1893 20c and 50c
h.r. (46,47), 1897 Maple Leaf complete (66-73), Jubilees to $1, 1898 Queen Victoria Numerals (7484), 1903 KEVII (85-95), Quebec Tercentenary and complete from there, with Admirals complete
(104-22), imperfs, coils, booklet pane, surcharges, 1928 Scroll (149-59), other commemoratives,
regular issues, booklet panes, Air Post, Special Delivery, Postage Dues, War Tax, Officials,
Registration stamps (F3), also some additional new issues, Revenues, etc., mostly l.h. or h.r.,
occasional flaws possible, clean and attractive collection of Canada, cat. $20,000+ ............................

2,000.00

CHINA
4252 ws

1897-1970 collection in a large Scott Specialty album, better perf. and imperf. sets from 1950s
(Election, also souvenir sheet, National Lottery), 1955-60 souvenir sheets, commemorative sets,
Paintings, also Air Post, Japanese Occupation overprints, also mostly complete collection 1948-70
of Indonesia, including Riau Archipelago overprints and Israel (singles and souvenir sheets, with 79, J1-5, mostly n.h.), few covers, fine-v.f. ....................................................................................................

1,500.00

CHINA - PRC
4253 w

1949-83 collection on “Vostok” album pages, two albums with early sets without gum, originals and
reprints, few regular issues (Scott 35-56), 1955 Scientists and 1958 Heroes Monument souvenir
sheets (Scott 344a), 1959 Mao 20f (456), 1963 Cuban Revolution (655-60), Butterflies (661-80),
Mountains (716-31), Chrysanthemums (767-81), Soldiers (842-49), miscellaneous Cultural
Revolution singles and sets (1047-75, etc.), mostly complete from 1971-77, also souvenir sheets
(1383a,1399,1433,1452 all n.h.), 1980-82 seven complete booklets (Gu Dong 1607e, 1647a, etc.),
mostly hinged, later issues in glassine envelopes, some labels and revenues, fine-v.f. .......................

2,000.00

CINDERELLA
4254 ws`

1860-1960 large holding in nine cartons (banker’s boxes), thousands of used and unused Revenues
and labels, Christmas Seals, TB-labels, advertising and Exhibition seals, many WWI patriotic and
charity labels, presented in albums, including two volume collection of United States Christmas
seals, loose, some in specially prepared albums, booklets, folders with extensive Germany, Austria,
France, Great Britain, Scandinavian countries, Asia, plus much more, including items purchased
individually at auctions, balances on pages, etc.
A fascinating accumulation, inspection
recommended ....................................................................................................................................................
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CROATIA
4255 wsP

1825-1945 large collection in six albums, starting with pre-adhesive Kotor (Cattaro) 1825 straightline black marking on FL to Venezia, Zadar (Zara) cancelations in black or red on FLs to Ragusa,
Abruzzo, Verona, Curzola, later markings for Austro-Hungarian forces operating in Croatia during
WWI, including KuK Sanitation feldpost and kriegsmarine; SHS overprints on Hungarian King and
Queen Coronation issue, inverted and incorrect SHS overprints, 1918 Independence issue,
including vertical pair imperf. between; 1919 Definitives, with plethora of double impressions, perf.
varieties, covers and cards, bisects and paper money used as postage, Newspaper stamps,
fantails, cancelations, postal stationery, Provisional postage dues; Independent State of Croatia
(1941-45) with Provisional issues, double overprints, varieties and inverts, handwritten “NDH” (from
Slavonian town of Nasice, also Mikleus, Zepce, Pozega Slavonska, Sohopolje, Ivanec), cover with
typewritten “Drzava Hrvatska” overprints, mixed issues overprints on cover and card, unissued set

of 15 (Mi.24-38, €900), 1941 sheetlets of 16 (Scott B1-2), First definitive issues landscapes,
imperforate pairs without overprint, FDCs and commemorative hand cancelations, hundreds of
Progressive Proofs from Ministerial Albums (some possibly complete), including “Croatian Wings”
(with souvenir sheets), National Winter Welfare, Postage Dues, Red Cross, State Labor Service,
Zagreb, Official Stamps, Croatian Legion in Russia, St. Sebastian, Zagreb Philatelic Exhibition,
1943 Red Cross, 1944 Third Anniversary, also Third Anniversary of State Labor Service, Welfare
stamps, Pavelic color proof souvenir sheets, Postal Tax Stamps, signed souvenir card with
commemorative cancelation signed by Pavelic, Stara Gradiska and Jasenoval Concentration Camp
Mail, and much more. A splendin collection of Croatia ................................................................................

5,000.00

CUBA
4256 ws

1846-1958 collection on Elbe pages, four albums, with stampless letters to London, “Ship” letter to
New York, 1862 Gardenas to New York, 1855 Queen Isabella, with used and unused singles, pairs,
strips blocks, good selection of “Y 1/4” surcharges, later issues with large used and unused
multiples, FLs, shades and cancels, 1868-78 issues and continuing through the rest of the Spanish
period, U.S. Administration, Puerto Principe surcharges, 1899 overprints, with some “CUPA”
varieties, blocks, covers, Air Post with 1939 Rocket Issue, singles, block of four and some covers,
Special Delivery, Newspaper and Telegraph stamps, Postal tax stamps, Revenues, Official seals,
Tabaco, Tax stamps, dozens of perf. and imperf. souvenir sheets, folders, etc., mixed condition. A
solid collection of Cuba, ex-Allen H. Seed Jr. ..............................................................................................

1,000.00

4257 w/ww

1959-96 collection of pages in four albums, issues apparently complete sets and souvenir sheets in
mounts, also an album with 1945-55 Charity labels, Red Cross and TB seals, plus stock book with
additional later sets, fine-v.f., very colorful ..................................................................................................

250.00

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

4258 w

1900-18 collection of 1,000+ mostly different Siegelmarken (seals) of Czechoslovakia under
Austrian Empire, with Bohemian National, local municipalities, merchants, attorneys, military and
veterans associations, etc., all neatly identified on 90 pages ...................................................................
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4259 ws`P

1918-2000 large specialized collection in 17 volumes, on 8x11 pages, neatly and expertly writtenup, with some Austrian Empire pre-philatelic usages in the 1800s, revenues from Austrian Empire
mid 1800s; extensive Hradcany (including 23 Dec 1918 postcard with 10h pos.91, showing dot in
the margin above the third spiral in the top left ornament, apparently this “Clock in the Tower”
variety may be the only known on 1918 cover) and Allegory Dove, also Chain Breakers, railway
cancels, perfins, Newspaper stamp; Semi-Postals, with good selection of the 1919 overprints (many
signed, B39 with Philatelic Foundation certificate), commemorative issues with gutters and tab
positions, Cinderella, German Occupation and extensively researched feldpost; rationing stamps;
first flight covers, revenues (Signetten), regular issues, local issues, revenue stamped papers,
Poster stamps (many by Alphonse Mucha), Pan-Germanic Vignettes for Czech Lands, WWI
Cinderella Stamps, many varieties, color trials and printer’s waste, numerous phases, covers,
postal stationery, multiples, private roulettes, covers with local use with Austrian postage dues,
Hungarian cancels, part sheets. In addition, there are two cartons with specialized collections of
Hradcany and other early issues, thousands of used and unused on pages, mostly fine-v.f. ..............

5,000.00

4260 s`

Military Mail. 1914-20 collection written-up on pages, with World War I Austrian Fieldpost, selection
with 21 cards and covers used in Bohemia, cancels with Prague, Carlsbad, Klosetebruck,
Krombach, Horni Becva and others, various military and censor markings, “Notgelt” from
Theresienstadt (issued 1917), Scout issue 10h and 20h unused, various shades, also used on
piece, Provisional Postage Dues with “T” markings on Hungarian stamps, also “Porto” handstamps,
Siberian Legion Post “essays”, 1920 surcharges (two different types), two different picture
postcards, essay for “Slovakia”, 1919 Fieldpost, collection of Eastern Silesia, plus selection of
pieces showing mixed Czechoslovak and Austrian franking, fine and interesting group .......................

500.00

DANISH WEST INDIES
4261 ws`

1866-1915 collections of hundreds of used and unused, on pages and stock cards, with No.2, 3 and
4 unused blocks of four (No.2 with PFC), varieties of perforations, shades, inverted frame varieties,
cancels, overprints, bisects on cover, postal stationery, mixed condition, high catalogue value,
interesting lot ....................................................................................................................................................

1,000.00

FIUME
4262 ws`

1827-1921 large specialized collection in three Governor (Elbe albums), neatly displayed on pages,
with stampless letters, numerous Austrian and Hungarian first issues canceled in Fiume, some on
cover and card, interesting usages, maritime mail, Fiume letterpress overprints on Hungarian
Harvester Series, also on covers and cards, revenues, errors and varieties ..........................................

2,500.00

FRANCE & COLONIES
4263 ws

1849-1970 collection in a well-filled Scott Specially album, first two pages with No.1 (unused
without gum), others used (missing only 1fr vermilion), perforated issues with unused 1862 Empire
1c-40c, then 1863 1c-80c unused, 5fr (used), 1870-71 Bordeaux (20c used, others unused), 1871
1c-80c unused, mostly complete Type Sage (missing the few rarities), Merson, commemoratives
with 1931 Pont du Gard 20fr perf. 11 (No.254) and others, Semi-Postals (missing only B10), Air
Post with C1-2, C15, Postage Dues, some additional pages with WWI Military Frank covers;
Postage Due Stamps on covers including one from 1864; Amiens Chamber of Commerce issued
stamps during postal workers’ strike 1953, etc. French General Issues for the Colonies starting
1859 in various types; semi postal stamps from 1943; Postage due stamps for the Colonies 188485; France local issues with “liberated” overprints, special issues and labels for military during WWI
and martyred cities. 1918 stamp booklet of 20 different Allied Aviators of WWI (Stamps intact); 1929
stamp booklet of 20 different French Generals of WWI; various types of Comite National de defense
Contre al Tuberculosis Paris 1926 and 1936, and individual stamps for years 1957-1974, French
Offices in Port Said Egypt, Turkish Empire Constantinople, some China, few covers, etc., mixed
condition, many fine-v.f., substantial catalogue value ................................................................................

2,500.00

FRANCE
4264 sw`

1850-1920 collection of hundreds, used 19th Century in very mixed condition, with values to 1fr
Ceres, multiple examples of Empire to 80c, perforated issues, four examples of 5fr gray (Scott 37),
Bordeaux Issues through Merson to 5fr unused, pairs, paper varieties, shades, block of four,
selection on pages, some on original auction lot sheets, France used abroad, some multiples,
occasional FLs, high catalogue ......................................................................................................................
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4265 ws`

4266 wa`

4267 `

4268 ws

1867 Empire 20c blue Laureated, specialized collection of many hundreds of pages, with die proof
in black, imperforate trial, varieties from the re-engraved and repaired plates, plate flaws, doubleframe line varieties, shades and cancels, stamps on cover, perforation varieties, back advertising,
used abroad, unused blocks of four and of eight, retouched and inscription varieties, plus much
more, all neatly and expertly written-up on Elbe pages, mixed condition, mostly fine or better. A
fine, specialized collection of 20c blue (purchased in 1998 for $2,340) ...........................................(23)

500.00

1900-75 “Exposition Philatelique”, large specialized collection on pages in Scott binder, many
hundreds of perf. and imperf. stamps and vignettes issued for the many Philatelic Exhibitions,
including covers, cards and stationery envelopes, blocks of four, sheetlets, Patriotic designs,
booklet panes, better items include 1923 Congres de Bordeaux unused and on cover (Scott 197,
$1,090), 1927 Strasbourg souvenir sheet with Exposition cancels (241, $1,000), 1929 Le Havre
unused and on cover (246, $1,350), souvenir sheets, Air Post, 1937 PEXIP souvenir sheet (329,
$360), plus many others. Also included are numerous International Exhibition labels, Fairs in
various towns, Jewelry and Art, Music, Cinema, Festivals and much more. A comprehensive and
seldom offered collection of many rare and beautiful stamps and labels ................................................

1,500.00

Postal Stationery. 1872-1945 collection in three albums, used and unused cards, Pneumatic post
cards, letters, entire envelopes starting in 1880s, Money Orders, Airmail and Balloon Post 1870’s,
1920s’ Olympic postal cards, American, Canadian and Australian Memorial at Villers-Bretonneaux
cards, overprints and rate reduction surcharges, 1894 commemorative type envelopes, etc., used
and unused, mostly fine-v.f. ............................................................................................................................

500.00

Revenue Stamps. 1643-1958 carton with various fiscals and documents, many on pages, including
a two volume collection (ex-Roger Koerber auctions), with 556 stamps on 495 pieces, printed &
embossed, also stamped revenue paper, various departments and Reigns, much during Louis XIV,
another album with dozens of documents, bills of sale, Naval Pass, various Coats of Arms,
including Conseiller du Roi, also Tax paid on transport of Wine; album with French Newspaper
stamps, labels, documents, another with French Lottery stamps, plus many hundreds of used and
unused General Revenues on large Elbe pages, tremendous and seldom offered variety ...................

500.00

GEORGIA
4269 ws`

1895-1994 collection on Elbe pages with early Imperial covers and cards, Maritime mail (BatumOdessa), picture cards, 1917 Tiflis Roulettes, National Republic issues 1919 perf. and imperf., also
varieties, overprints and surcharges, Soviet overprints, 1923 Transcaucasian handstamps ,
Lithographed surcharges, Revenues, including 1918 proofs of the Court Fee stamps, Consular
surcharges Constantinople (18 different unused), seven better covers or cards, larger Soviet
Issues, Berg Republic, plus 1992-94 modern issues, selection of modern “local” surcharges and
errors, plus additional Imperial covers and cards, fine and interesting collection of Georgia ..............

1,000.00

GERMAN STATES
4270 ws

1851-1920 collection in a Lighthouse album, used and unused Baden, Bavaria, Lubeck, Prussia,
Saxony, Wurttemberg, mixed condition, also a selection of 21 stampless letters, mostly Turn &
Taxis, with and without postal markings .......................................................................................................

500.00

GERMANY
4271 w

4272 w

1872-1945 collection in two Lighthouse Hingeless albums, good selection of unused Large and
Small Shields, Eagle and Numerals, 1900 Reichspost to 5M (type II), 1902 Deutsches Reich (Scott
No.65C-78), later issues, commemoratives, Semi-Postals, Air Post, including Zeppelin issues (C2037, 38-45), Souvenir Sheets (B33, B58, B68), selection of se-tenants and tete-beche pairs and
strips (Hindenburg, Olympics, Costumes issues), Officials and back of the book items, German
World War II Occupation overprints Luxembourg and France, also Kurland (set of five), Bohemia
and Moravia and Generalgouvernment, quality little mixed in the earlier issues, with or without gum,
others mostly l.h. or h.r., fine-v.f. A solid collection of Germany .............................................................

1,000.00

1945-88 collection in three Lighthouse hingeless album, with Russian Zone (Apolda-West Saxony),
small group, including souvenir sheets and few covers, Saxony with “Pochta” and various OPD
Dresden issues, also few unofficial overprints; American Zone Issues, French Zone (complete, with
souvenir sheets and Baden Konstanz Type II), Berlin complete, including Currency reform souvenir
sheet, Saar (complete, without the two souvenir sheets), Germany Federal Republic complete,
including Posthorn and Semi-Postals, also Berlin from 1950-68, l.h., some n.h., fine-v.f. ...................

1,500.00
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4273 ws

Revenue Stamps. 1853-1958 large and highly advanced collection in seven Governor (Elbe)
albums, Old German States, Germany Kingdom, Weimar Republic, Third Reich and Federal
Republic, neatly arranged and described on pages, with Reichsmark on stamp and cancellations,
Foreign Trade Office/Frankfurt; Stock transfer Tax; Federal Finance Administration; Federal
Administration for Navigation and Waterways; German Library; Income Tax; Railway ticket tax;
taxes on films and rentals; Bill of landing; state railway fees; Court of law stamps; Company
registration; land registration; Premium Bonds or obligations; Farmers Organization; Refund for the
German Press; Sparkling Wine; Bank check tax; Statistical fees; sales tax; Documentary tax;
Commodity Exchange; Bill of Exchange with various values; General municipal fee, fee stamps and
fee paid stamps sorted by category and by cities with letters A-W; Community band fees; Police
station information fee; documenting tax and general fees; court fees; receipts; tax receipts;
stempelmarken general fees; gebuhrenmarken general fees; court fees; attorney’s fees; fee stamps
for stock funds; Registration office information fees; and police fees sorted by city. Early items
include 1853 Castle issues from Hessen, going all the way through the more modern items, truly a
massive and fascinating collection, seldom offered in such magnitude and scope ................................

5,000.00

GERMAN AREA
4274 w

1898-1939 Collection in a Lighthouse hingeless album, with basically complete (less rarities)
German Offices in China, Morocco, Turkish Empire, German New Guinea, East Africa and SouthWest Africa, Other German Colonies from Caroline Islands to Togo, most of the Yacht sets to 5M,
also overprints, few covers, German Occupations World War I, Poland, Romania, Belgium (Eupen
and Malmedy complete), Plebiscite Issues Allenstein, Marienwerder, Upper Silesia, Schleswig,
complete with better overprints (signed Richter). In addition, there are complete collections of
Danzig (missing only the Large Inenndienst 60pf, 1m, 2m), Port Gdansk, Memel (with Lithuanian
Occupation Issues complete) and Saar (virtually complete, including overprints on 5m and 10m
Bavaria and all Semi-Postal sets), few minor flaws possible, fresh, generally fine-v.f. and
comprehensive collection, high catalogue value ..........................................................................................

3,000.00

GERMANY - WORLD WAR II Occupation Issues
4275 w/ww

1940-45 collection in Lighthouse hingeless album, with overprints and surcharges, including Albania
(21 different), Alpenvorland (set of 16), Belgium with Flemish and Walloon legion issues complete
(n.h.), France, with Russian Bear souvenir sheet (n.h., signed Pickenpack). India (complete set with
three 1r black values, n.h.), Kotor and Laibach issued stamps complete, also Macedonia (complete
set signed Hristov, n.h., with certificate), Montenegro, Serbia issued stamps and souvenir sheets
complete, also sheetlets and some varieties, Zante, Zara, also Slovakia, l.h., some n.h., fine-v.f. ....

1,000.00

GREECE
4276 ws

1861-1979 collection on pages, all stamps in mounts in three 8½x11 binders, neatly written-up, with
1,000+ large Hermes Heads, all values represented, some unused, mostly used, assembled for
printings and shades, mixed quality with many faults noted (excellent for study), continuing with
used and unused Small Hermes imperf. and perf., few multiples and varieties (two with Vlastos
certificates), surcharges, including on the Olympics issue, unused from 1906 Olympics complete
(Scott 184-97), various Revolutionary overprints, Landscapes and Centenary sets, apparently
complete from 1940, many n.h., with Air Post, Postage Dues, impressive back of the book, including
Occupation and Annexation stamps from Dedeagatch, also French and Italian stamps overprinted
for various Aegean Islands, with better items, Rhodes, Air Post, Zeppelin, British Military
Administration (M.E.F.) overprints, Thessaly and Salonika, Thrace, Ionian Islands, Corfu (Serbian
Post WWI usages), Cephalonia under Italian Occupation (many pairs, few better), nearly complete
Crete, few sets from Samos, etc. In addition, there are some more recent year sets. Overall a
splendid collection of Greece, missing only the rarities, generally fine-v.f. ............................................

1,500.00

GUATEMALA
4277 ws

1871-1971 collection on pages, two volumes, with first issue, Liberty Head, Indian Woman,
including used, Quetzal and Provisional surcharges, Exposition Issue, later issues perf. and imperf.
collected both used and unused, with American Bank Note Company issues, definitives and
officials, Air Post, Postal Tax Dues, Red Cross Airmails, 1960 World Refugee Issue overprinted in
bistre (only one sheet of 50 found), clean and fine-v.f. ..............................................................................
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HAITI
4278 wsP`

1781-1988 collection on pages, written up by an advanced philatelist, housed in six albums. Origin
of the collection was Dr. Boranio, former president of Haitian Philatelic Society, many signed
stamps. Included are FLs with CAP transit; 1781 folder letter from Petit Grove (one of the first after
the post office was destroyed by inclement weather); French arrival postmarks on mail from the
Colonies; Schiffbriefpost Hamburg 1847; 1850 Ship 6 FL to Boston; 1847 ship letter with 5c unpaid
letter rate plus 2c ship letter fee for total of 7c; used and unused 1881 Liberty Head imperforate
and perf. 13½, study of forgeries (examples and written explanation, Fournier die proofs and
others); Liberty Heads on covers; Provisionals 1887; rare cover with a negative Cap Haitian to
Barbados by German Steamer via St Thomas. In addition, there are 1891 Coat of Arms and
provisional surcharges; variations of Palm Tree, colors and perforations, imperforate sheets of 1891
Coat of Arms First Printing in purple, orange; varieties of imperfs; first printings with cancelations;
Lithographed forgeries, petite FL with two 5 Coat of Arms stamps from Aquin to NY; Coat of Arms
revised design in variations; Specimen overprints; 1889 President Simon Sam; Haiti’s only known
Perfin in blue. There are also Revenues used as postage 1922, Lindbergh’s visit cachet on FDCs
and stamps; Airmail inauguration and service covers with various cancelations and types and
colors; covers sent from Jeremie 1927; Airmail covers with limited number of mail pieces carried;
West Indies Arial Express Inauguration of Service signed by pilot with number of letters carried
identified; Lindbergh souvenir postcards used and canceled and one unused; Lindbergh’s Feb 6
flight; Inauguration of Pan-American Airways covers; First Airmail issues stamps and covers 192930, covers carried with first flight via Pan-American Airways autographed by pilots Oct 20 (12
pieces carried); covers stamped with special blue cancelation honoring Senator King;
commemoratives for non-stop flight from New York to Haiti; Pictorial Definitives 1933-1940; 1933
cover commemorating the first non-stop flight of the Columbia signed by pilot and co-pilot; stamp
issues to commemorate the French conquest; Airmail Definitives; provisional overprints;
Anniversary of airmail covers; covers of first all North Carolina Air mail Flights October 16, 1937;
censored advertising covers; Stamps Port au Prince Sports Stadium building fund; Third interAmerica Caribbean conference; Airmail issues and Provisionals; cancelations representing the 450
anniversary of the discovery of Haiti; Admiral H. Killick stamp variations; Postal Tax stamps; 1944
United Nations Relief Fund Postal Tax Stamp Large Sunken Die Proof; 1944 Airmail Provisionals
including double overprint; Red Cross FDCs; FDR memorial stamps and large die proofs; variations
of Col Francois Capois stamps and large die proofs; 1949 UPU Essay; 200th Anniversary of the
Founding of Port-Au-Prince Proofs; various errors and varieties and much more. A fascinating
collection, with excellent content and much potential .................................................................................

3,000.00

HONDURAS
4279 ws`P

1865-1980 comprehensive collection on large Elbe pages in four albums, with used and unused
stamps, proofs, covers and postal stationery entires and cards. There is a strong selection of Coat
of Arms Issue with Comayagua and Tegucigalpa surcharges in black and blue, also in red, followed
by regular issues, genuine and counterfeits shown for comparison, hundreds of trial color proofs,
die proofs, essays, specialized Air Post 1929-32 issues, also Officials with inverted overprints,
double surcharges, pairs imperf. between, imperforate singles and sets, flight covers and FDCs,
1946 die proofs in various colors, Specimen overprints, modern issues, souvenir sheets, plus much
more. A solid and seldom offered collection of Honduras .........................................................................

2,500.00

HUNGARY
4280 ws

4281 ws

1872-1970 collection in a large Scott Specialty album (1965 edition), virtually complete (few earlier
used and unused), mostly complete from 1913, with Semi-Postals, Air Post, Postage Dues,
Occupation Stamps, with many souvenir sheets, including Roosevelt (set of two), perf. and imperf.
UPU (Scott C81), many additional pages and glassine envelopes with many better imperforate sets,
few booklets, 1956 Sopron Local issue (10 different with Stolow certificate), other varieties,
generally fine-v.f. A solid collection of Hungary .........................................................................................

1,500.00

1900-42 Cinderella and labels collection on 80+ pages, with 1,000+ different, many philatelic
Exhibitions (National and International), Stamp Clubs (Budapest and other cities), variety of
themes, many elaborate designs and engravings, beautiful collection, seldom offered ........................

250.00
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IRAN
4282 ws`

1876-1929 three-volumes collection on pages, beginning with Shah Qajar used and unused,
continuing with perforation and color varieties, dual currency forgeries, Provisionals, printed by
Enschede in Holland, Arabesque Control Handstamps, Multiples, originals and reprints, some
questionable items, forged cancels, special adjutant provisional issues of 1900, singles and blocks,
used on cover, Provisoire and Rosette Control Handstamps, Octagonal provisoire issue, Teheran
Local Posts, CHAI Provisionals, The Saatdjian Issues, Parcel post, 1909 Coat of arms issue,
Service Interieur issue, etc., mixed condition, mostly fine or better .........................................................

1,000.00

ITALY & ITALIAN COLONIES
4283 ws

1850-1970 collection in two large Scott Specialty albums volume I with Italy, 1863-97 complete
unused (with or without gum, some well centered), mostly complete from there (missing 142A-D),
with 1901-25 definitives (76-91), Manzoni set, 1924 overprints, pre-WWII commemorative sets, Air
Post (without Servizio di Stato), Pneumatic Post, Newspaper stamps, Military stamps, Occupation
under Austria, Issues Allied Government, Social Republic, Offices Abroad (Estero 1-17), Tientsin
(5-23), Bengasi, Offices in the Turkish Empire, Albania, Constantinople, Janina, Smyrna; Lombardy
Venetia (mostly used), Cyrenaica (with Manzoni set), Dalmatia, Eritrea and some Fiume. The
second volume consists of Italian States, Italian Colonies, San Marino and Vatican City, many
hundreds of singles and complete sets, excellent representation of Modena, Italian Colonies,
Italian East Africa, Libya, Fezzan, Oltre Giuba, Parma, Romagna, Roman States, Sardinia, Somalia
(with better Postage dues and Parcel Post), Tripolitania (with Manzoni and Circuit of Oasis sets),
Tuscany, Two Sicily’s, Sardinia, etc. Highlights include the virtually complete San Marino unused
(some n.h.), missing 1L blue (Scott 22), but including all other better sets, some inverted
surcharges, perf. and imperf. Souvenir sheets, Semi-Postals, Air Post, Parcel Post; Vatican City
complete (35-40 with Verspermann certificate), including Air Post; Colonies include most of the
commemorative sets (higher priced items missing), also Air Post and Parcel Post. The Old States
are replete with better items, used and unused, some in excellent condition. A splendid collection,
with some usual mixed condition in the earlier period, others well above average, mostly fine-v.f.,
huge catalogue value .......................................................................................................................................

7,500.00

JAPAN
4284 ws

1871-1970 comprehensive collection in Scott Specialty album, used and unused, with nice selection
of 19th Century, mostly used to 1914, from there generally unused (Empress Jingo stamps used),
with regular issues (one of the higher values used), and commemoratives, all souvenir sheets and
sheetlets (422a, 479a), Lottery sheetlets, National Parks (with folders), 1950 Athletics sheetlet of
20, Air Post (without C8), Offices in China and Korea, plus a nice group 1924-70 Anti TB, Christmas
seals, etc., mixed condition overall, mostly fine-v.f., high catalogue value .............................................

2,500.00

KOREA
4285 w

1884-1970 collection of mostly unused singles, sets and souvenir sheets in a large Scott Specialty
album, with first issue (1-2, 6-9), 1900-01 definitives (including 50c, cat. $500), 1946-54 issues
complete, with imperf. varieties, regular issues and commemoratives, Flags complete set with “a”
numbers, later issues with a few FDCs, Tenth Anniversary souvenir sheet (258a, $450), Christmas
and UNESCO souvenir sheets, Air Post, Christmas and anti TB seals, etc. Also included is a
collection of post WWII Philippines, mostly complete with souvenir sheets, etc., fine-v.f. ...................

1,000.00

LIBERIA
4286 ws`P

1860-1960 large and highly specialized collection in seven large volumes, neatly written-up on
pages, with extensive study of the first issues, Seated Liberia with unused and used singles,
multiples, paper varieties, die proofs of reprints, Regular issues, Officials, overprinted Specimen,
imperforate and part perf. varieties, “Ordinary” overprint Provisionals on “OS” issues, Registration
pictorials, 1906-34 multiples, proofs, errors and varieties of every type, Provisionals, extensive
showing of Officials, Semi-Postals, many FDCs, 1936-49 Provisional surcharges, specialized Air
Post, with first flight covers, varieties, imperf. pairs, overprinted Specimen, extensive used and
unused postal stationery, with cards, entire envelopes and wrappers, Red Cross Charity stamps,
1949-53 Jehadi Ashmun specialized with Specimen overprints, Proofs and trial colors, artist die
proofs, 1953-59 Miniature sheets and souvenir sheets, President’s tour of Europe 1958 issues,
1966 Presidential issues including J.F. Kennedy, many unissued designs, proofs from Banknote
Company archives, also old picture postcards of Monrovia 1905 some of missionary homes, WWII
military post with APO 605, some 1891-92 covers and cancels, censored and maritime mail,
German Steam ship mail cancels and much more, truly an amazing holding, generally fine-v.f. ........
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LITHUANIA
4287 w

1918-40 collection unused, mostly complete on pages, with dozens of better varieties, Typesets, setenant pairs, Berlin issues (some imperf., part perf., shifted centers), 1920 National Assembly trial
printings set of five (Scott 92-92D), perf. and imperf. definitives, few color trials, 1922 surcharges
(120-23), 1922 League of Nations 6+8auk se-tenant pair (119a), watermark varieties, Semi-Postals
and Air Post (C34 unwatermarked, C39a center inverted, plus other varieties), also Central
Lithuania (complete less 13-22), with some additional unlisted items, mostly fine-v.f. .........................

2,000.00

MANCHUKUO
4288 w

1932-45 collection complete on pages, mostly l.h., with regular issues and commemoratives,
surcharges, few imperforate pairs, fine-v.f., cat. $2,500+ ..........................................................................

1,000.00

MIDDLE EAST
4289 w

1937-1967 collection in Scott Specialty album, generally unused with Abu Dhabi complete, British
Aden, with 1937 Dhow set and rest of the issues complete, with various States, Ajman, including
imperforate singles and pairs (first Issue, JFK, Tokyo Olympics, Officials, etc.), Bahrain from 1957
on, Dubai, Fujera, Egypt with some better items and UAR, with sets and souvenir sheets, Iraq from
1934, with sets and singles, some used, mostly fine-v.f. ...........................................................................

1,000.00

MONACO
4290 w

1855-1982 collection in a Scott Specialty album, missing the very expensive items, but included are
the first issue to 1fr (Scott 1-9), 1891-1921 (11-27,29-35) and complete from there; Semi-Postals
(B9-17 and rest of the issues), Air Post (missing Birds set), also Postage Dues. In addition, there
is a mostly complete collection of French Andorra, with 1931 issue (1-22) and balance (23-104),
also others issues, Postage Dues complete; plus Spanish Andorra (1-24), with additional sheetlets
and souvenir sheets, l.h. or n.h., fine-v.f. .....................................................................................................

1,000.00

MONTENEGRO
4291 wsa`

1874-1917 collection on large Elbe pages housed in a large album, with detailed study of Prince
Nicholas printings, perforations, shades, large multiples and sheets, overprints, varieties and
watermarks, also extensive selection of 1916 Government in Exile, with printer’s waste, perf. and
imperf. multiples, gutter pairs and inverted overprints, also Postage Dues, Austrian Occupation,
with military cards and covers, usages from Dhakova, Ulcinj, Cetinje, Virpazar and others. In
addition, there is another large volume, actually an old-time collection of 1,500+ items, mostly
errors and varieties, plus a group of used and unused stationery entire envelopes and cards, nice
collection of this intriguing area .....................................................................................................................

1,000.00

NETHERLANDS COLONIES
4292 w

1864-1970 collection in Scott Specialty album, with Dutch Indies, Dutch Antilles, Surinam, also
Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi, with many regular sets and commemoratives, souvenir sheets,
special issues, occasional postal stationery, etc., fine-v.f., clean collection ..........................................

500.00

POLAND
4293 `

4294 ws`

4295 ws`

1835-1918 Postal History during Austro-Hungarian occupation, variety of stampless letters from
Galizia, including Czortkow, Lemberg, Krakow, Sucha, Miscicke, Tluste, Tarnow, Lancut, Krinica,
Jazlowiec, Grzymalow, plus many others, all neatly written-up exhibition style on pages, housed in
six albums ..........................................................................................................................................................

1,000.00

1840-1961 large collection in 8 volumes, with Poland under Russia (Russian stamps used in
Poland), few covers and FLs, Austrian and German Occupations, Post WWI-issues, Poland Peoples
Republic, with many covers and postal stationery, occasional varieties, souvenir sheets, 1916-20
Locals (Sosnowice, Zawiercie, Luboml, also Hansa locals, Danzig, etc.), Poster stamps, L.O.P.P.
labels, 45-8 contains assortment of seals all identified including military seals, plus much more,
mostly fine-v.f .....................................................................................................................................................

1,000.00

Poland at War. 1939-46 collection on pages, with German Occupation General Government issues
complete, with occasional imperfs (Hitler set of 15 and Castle set of three), miniature sheetlets of
eight (Copernicus and 10zl Castle); Poland Government in Exile issues complete, also 12 covers,
various frankings and usages, Official Letter labels, Private labels and seals of many different
types, also errors and varieties, pairs, used on cover, etc.; Polish 2nd Corps in Italy, with perf. and
imperf. singles, souvenir sheets, incl. National Anthem set of three, few covers, errors and
varieties, Polish Army in the Middle East labels, one on unaddressed cover; Prisoner of War Issues
from Gross-Born, Murnau and Woldenberg, with nice selection of singles, stationery card, also
Displaced Persons Camp Dachau stamps and souvenir sheets, plus Hellbrun perf. and imperf.
Souvenir sheets, fine collection .....................................................................................................................

1,000.00
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PORTUGAL AND PORTUGUESE COLONIES
4296 ws

1853-1980s Portugal and Colonies, with Mozambique and Mozambique Company, Portuguese
Congo, Portuguese India (including 1788 document from Goa), Portuguese Guinea, Quelimane, St.
Thomas and Prince Islands, Tete, Timor, Zambezia, Madeira (Funchal), Angola and Cape Verde, all
neatly written-up on pages, housed in eight albums, used and unused singles and sets, with many
areas complete featuring different Crown Issues and surcharges, occasional errors and varieties,
King Carlos, surcharges, and “Provisorio” overprints, “Republica”, Vasco da Gama sets, Ceres
Issues, Portuguese Navigators, Souvenir sheets, Commemorative sets, Air Post, Postage Dues,
Newspaper stamps, Postal Tax stamps, also additional collections on Scott album pages, with
better sets, specialized Nyassa, plus others, mixed condition, nice collection housed in two cartons

2,500.00

PORTUGUESE COLONIES - NYASSA

4297 ws`

1894-1923 specialized two-volumes collection expertly described on pages, with hundreds of used
and unused singles and sets, Lisbon and London printings, perforation varieties, unissued items,
errors and varieties, “Nyassa Rooks” perf. and imperf. blocks of four, also “Provisorio” overprints,
King Carlos, Animal Issue with shades, centers inverted, surcharges, including “50 Reis” omitted
(Scott 50a), Vasco da Gama issues, overprinted “Republica” 28 used and unused stationery cards,
21 used picture postcards, compound perforations, blocks of four, reprints, cancelations, plate
varieties, color proofs overprinted “Waterlow & Sons” and with security punches, few sheetlets of
nine, error surcharges (Scott 83a with certificate), reprints, overprints on Mozambique Revenues,
few reference items and much more. An extensive holding, with many rare items, fine-v.f. ...(1-125)

2,500.00

ROMANIA
4298 w

4299 ws

1860-1970 large collection in Scott Specialty album, some Moldavia, including two covers, few
used, generally unused from 1872 on, practically complete with sets, souvenir sheets, sheetlets,
occasional imperfs, Semi-Postals, Air Post and back of the book, Levant and Occupation issues,
booklet and some unlisted items, fine-v.f. A nice collection of Romania, with many elusive items ....

1,000.00

Revenue Stamps. 1875-1945 collection of hundreds used and unused on pages and cards, mostly
written-up, with a variety of Chamber of Commerce issues, Agriculture Tax, Ministry of Finance,
fiscals for Bucovina, few documents, one fiscal used as regular postage on picture postcard, etc. ...

150.00
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RUSSIA
4300 ws`

1857-1967 collection on Elbe pages, two volumes, also Scott Specialty album, with selection of prephilatelic FLs, first Issue with four used examples, also one with 1992 Rossica certificate stating
“unused, no opinion on the gum” (offered on its own merits). Perforated issues include No.2, 3 and
4 used, also unused No.4 with original gum, but small faults (signed Mikulski). There are
occasional covers and interesting frankings, later issues used and unused, higher values (39-40),
varieties, Romanov covers, one used from Vladivostok, also Semi-Postals in large multiples, stamps
used in Latvia, Finland, Aunus overprints; R.S.F.S.R., Soviet Union, with regular issues,
commemoratives with the popular 1930s sets, including Air Post (C1-68), some perf. varieties, back
of the book material, few interesting covers, mixed condition, fine-v.f. ...................................................

7,500.00

4301 ws`

1900-2000 balance in three cartons, with a nice collection of Numeral Dot cancels and WWI Mute
cancels, some on original dealer’s pages, several on cover or card, Russia complete year sets up to
1960s-2000, additional souvenir sheets (some better including 1949 Stalin sheet of four used,
unused Lenin Mausoleum perforate sheet of four), two stock books with Russian Offices in China
and Turkish Empire, many picture postcards, some used, Ukrainian tridents, with hundreds of
mostly unused Wrangel Army overprints, book with duplicated singles and sets, early Soviet Union
presentation booklet, some Zemstvo, good selection of Revenues, numerous errors and varieties,
miscellaneous items on cards, many covers, extensive postal stationery, private issues, plus much
more ...................................................................................................................................................................

1,500.00

RUSSIAN AREA

4302 ws`

1863-1920 large collection in two Elbe albums, with numerous examples of used and unused
stamps, postal stationary, covers and postcards, blocks and sheets, Russian Offices in China, with
a good selection of overprints and cancelations, sheets with 1920 Tientsin surcharges, including 5c
on 5k bottom sheet margin pane of 50 (Scott 76, $3,000), complete sheet of 100x4c on 4k carmine
(75, $1,800), Russian Offices in the Turkish Empire, with some cancels, early issues, some
reprints: Civil War 1919 Siberia, Amur Province, Far Eastern Republic, Vladivostok and Chita
Issue, Priamur and Maritime Provinces, 1919 Czechoslovak Legion Post, etc., mixed condition,
mostly fine or better .........................................................................................................................................

2,500.00

RUSSIA - POSTAL HISTORY
4303 `

1841-1903 St Petersburg postal history, collection on large Elbe pages, in two Governor Stamp
Albums, with pre-philatelic FLs, also 1857-58 red cancels on 10k stationery entires, 1858 (No.2)
and perf. 12½ (No.8), with “1” cancels, 1864 10k on locally addressed cover, numerous geometric
cancels on covers, cards and stationery entires, various destinations, 1873 FL with single 20k
franking to Paris, 12k rate with 2x1k and single 10k on cover to Brussels, five examples of 5k black
& blue, one used (N.11), hundreds of numerical cancelations, stationery cards, registered mail, etc.,
mixed condition, many fine and desirable items included ...........................................................................
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SCANDINAVIA
4304 ws

1860-1970 collection in a large Scott Specialty album, with Denmark, Finland, Greenland, Iceland,
Norway and Sweden, strength in early Finland rouletted, excellent Iceland, with 1873-1901 unused
singles, 1902-4 Christina IX, “I-Gildi” surcharges, 1907-18 unused sets (Scott 71-98), 1920-22
Christian X (108-28) and mostly complete unused from there, also Officials (O53-67), similar
representations from Norway, modern Sweden, etc., with commemoratives, coils, etc., 19th Century
mostly used, some faults noted, balance fine-v.f. A nice, clean collection of Scandinavia .................

1,000.00

SERBIA
4305 wsa`

1866-1916 collection on large Elbe pages in album, with all issues represented, used and unused,
imperforate varieties, sheets and other multiples, canceled on pieces, Military Issues and Austrian
Occupation (Scott 1N1-42). In addition, there are two volumes, stamps and covers written-up on
pages, with 32 stampless letters including Aleksinac, Beograd, Curija, Jagodina, Krupnaj, Negotin,
Krusevac, Semderovo, Sabac, Uzice, Valjevo and Zajecar, also extensive used and unused postal
stationery cards, including unsevered reply cards, entire envelopes, telegram receipts, Military field
post, with Serbian Air Force from the Salonika front and much more ......................................................

1,500.00

SOUTH and CENTRAL AMERICA
4306 ws

1843-1980 large collection of used and unused (mostly) in four cartons, on Scott album pages, all
countries well represented in bulging albums, with Argentina, Brazil (including 1-3 used, two copies
of 90r), Chile, with additional pages of the first issues, modern souvenir sheets, extensive Colombia
and Colombian States, Dominican Republic, with good representation of first issue, Costa Rica,
Bolivia, Puerto Rico, Nicaragua, with additional material from Boris Joffe collection, Panama, Peru,
Venezuela, El Salvador, Paraguay, including additional stock book with specialized material
(imperfs, proofs, errors and varieties), Ecuador, Mexico, some additional pages and folders with
new issues and year sets, revenues, excellent Air Post of all countries, some back of the book,
supplemented throughout with imperfs, inverted and double overprints and surcharges, some proofs
and essays, also dozens of envelopes, with miscellaneous covers, varieties, etc., mixed condition
among the early issues, balance fine-v.f., solid holding of South and Central Americas ......................

5,000.00

SOUTHERN EUROPE
4307 ws

1879-1970 large collection in a bulging Scott Specialty album, with BULGARIA, apparently complete
unused, with listed stamps and souvenir sheets, including first Issues (Scott 1-18), surcharges (20A
used, not guaranteed), few Specimen overprints, complete Postage Dues (J1-17), few errors and
varieties (inverted surcharged, part perf., etc.), selection of Eastern Rumelia; also TURKEY with
scattered Ottoman Issues, mostly complete from 1926, with 1935 Suffragists’ Congress, souvenir
sheets, Air Post, Postage Dues, Red Crescent Issues, Turkey in Asia and Hatay. A truly
comprehensive and attractive collection of Bulgaria and Turkey ..............................................................

1,500.00

SPAIN AND COLONIES
4308 ws

1850-1980 collection in a bulging Scott Specialty album, hundreds of singles and sets, with
occasional better Classics, few higher values, unused from 1930s, with Goya and Columbus sets,
mostly complete from 1950-80, including souvenir sheets, Spanish Colonies include Cuba,
Fernando Po, Ifni, Spanish Guinea, Morocco and Sahara, mixed condition, fine collection .................

1,000.00

SWITZERLAND
4309 ws

4310 ws

1850-1968 collection in Scott Specialty album, some Rayons and Sitting Helvetia, mostly used,
generally unused from 1867 with small and large Numerals (Helvetia), with values to 3fr, including
Scott 87, 88, 87a, 88a, 88b and others, 1909-30 Wilhelm Tell issues, 1914 Pictorials (missing only
181), Naba souvenir sheet (n.h.), many tete-beche and gutter tete-beche pairs of the regular
issues, Pax set, Semi-Postals, with all souvenir sheets (mostly n.h.), 1953 Butterflies tete-beche
sheetlet of 25, Air Post complete, Officials from 1918 War Board of Trade (1O1-1O16, signed
Bloch), 1950s overprints (7O1-20), etc. A very nice collection of Switzerland, mostly fine-v.f. ..........

1,000.00

Military Stamps. 1918-45 soldiers stamps, collection in large album on pages, WWI issues, original
pre-printed sheets (counting all the spaces for stamps representing military divisions and regiments
there appear to have been 485 issued, with 455 of them actually included, with additional page
containing seven WWI regimental stamps). The 1939-40 issues are well represented on 88 full
pages with 1,000+ stamps and souvenir sheets (sorted by regiment, aviation, etc.), mostly unused,
fine-v.f. collection of Swiss WWI and WWII military history .......................................................................

500.00
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TRIESTE

4311 ws`

1784-1956 collection of stamps and Postal history of Trieste “Austrian City” in five large Governor
(Elbe) albums, with detailed descriptions on pages, beginning with 1784 through 1804 stampless
letters, followed by 1809 French Occupation period with associated covers, including 1810
document which illustrates Napoleon’s rule and the fact of Trieste remaining a free port. There are
documents/letters with various transit marks; Austria 1850 double circle cancellations; single circle
Trieste cancellations on individual stamps and on covers, 1855 Trieste to Alexandria reverse receipt
markings on cover, registered letter Trieste local usage, mixed franking with wax seal, cover
delivered by Steamship; Newspaper Stamps and Newspaper Tax stamps, two covers with Greek
Hermes Heads, spectacular usage of the Lombardy Venetia issue, 1868 issues on cover, one with
Seepost cancel on reverse (Trieste to Calcutta). There are picture postcards showing S. Carlo Pier,
Trieste, Correspondence cards with reply cards, Deutsch-Amerika Seepost Hamburg to NY and
Trieste to Boston, violet Trieste military censor markings on correspondence cards, picture
postcards of Trieste late 1800s, maritime mail, Austria Lloyd Shipping Line covers, 1918 Italian
Occupation of Trieste Venezia Giulia (Scott N1/14, etc.), registered and censored mail, some errors
and varieties, Italy Philatelic Congress in 1922 (Scott 142A-D), also Busta-Lettera with Congress
cancels, 1926 first flight Trieste to Torino, commercial airlines correspondence cards, Postcards of
ships and covers of Consulate Line, 1934 The Zucker Postal Rocket Start in Trieste cover with
vignette on reverse, also collective proof on thick paper with overprinted SAFF10. There are covers
of USS Charleston and other US ships visiting Trieste in 1937, also 1943 German Occupation of
Trieste covers with “Durch Deutscher Dienstpost Adria”, 1945 Yugoslavia occupation with Istria and
Slovenia issues, followed by 1945 Allied Occupation of Trieste, with various Administrations stamps
and fiscals, Military permit travel stamps, Zone A Italian stamps overprinted issues through 1954,
AM-VG issues with various cancels, revenues, machine and stamped paper, Stock transfer forms,
Imprinted paper and Municipal issues general revenues, 1956 visit of President Eisenhower DC,
collection of Trieste Zone B and much more.
A comprehensive and thoroughly researched
collection, with many elusive items, mostly fine-v.f. ...................................................................................

5,000.00

TURKEY
4312 wsa

1891-1916 collection of hundreds of used and unused, mostly 1915-16 overprinted six-pointed star
and crescent, most values well represented (Scott 288/344), also on Newspaper stamps, plus a
solid selection of Newspaper stamps, include “Imprime” overprints, many multiples and used on
pieces. Also included another volume with cancels, Ottoman stamps used in Jerusalem, Jaffa;
French Levant, Cilicia, covers, cards and postcards, etc., mixed condition, mostly fine ......................
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UKRAINE

4313 wsa`

1918-23 large collection on 180+ Elbe pages in three oversized albums, with extensive Trident
Overprints, all locations and handstamps, values 1k-10r perf. and imperf., also Shahiv and Vienna
Issue; Western Ukraine; Third Stanislaviv Issue, many multiples including sheetlets of 25 and 100,
some covers and many rare, well researched items, clearly identified, with many hundreds of used
and unused divided by area, including local tridents from Homel, Chernihiv, Klintsi, Novonielitsa
(including 2k and 3k on registered cover from Homel), Zhitomir, all varieties of Kiev I,II and III, perf.
and imperf. values to 10r, Ministerial overprints on Romanov issue, Odessa, Ekaterinoslav, Kharkov
and Kherson, various types, as well as Podolia and Poltava. There is also a section of Western
Ukraine, as well as Ukraine National Issues, Polish Eagle surcharges, Vienna Issues (with selection
of sheets, printed on maps, on both sides, etc.), 1920 Courier Field Post Issue (duplicated selection
of 45 unused, many signed Fischer, Vienna, including Scott M1-15 unused), errors and varieties,
occasional reference items, many stamps are signed by the appropriate experts, with many scarce
and elusive items. A fine and advanced collection of Ukraine ..................................................................

7,500.00

1918-50s balance in carton, hundreds of used and unused Trident overprints, many on old
Ferryman auction pages, with blocks of four and larger, sheets, better items, Ukrainian National
Council issues, some Displaced Persons Camps items, dozens of covers, many better, postal
stationery and more, mixed condition, interesting group ............................................................................

1,000.00

4315 wwa`P Local Issues. 1992-93 Post Independence, well researched and documented collection of stamps
and postal history formed by an advanced collector, housed on hundreds of pages in six very large
Elbe type albums. During 1992 and 1993 (and in some instances 1994 and 1995) various cities in
Ukraine found themselves short of postage stamps or stuck with unusable Soviet stamps and
stationery. Overprints in Kiev, Lviv and Chernihiv were officially sanctioned, other local post offices
prepared “provisional” surcharges, usually variations of Trident and applied them to Soviet regular
issues and stationery. This collection includes thousands of these so-called Provisionals, with
hundreds of double, inverted and generally “fantastic” items, sheets, registered covers to the United
States and much more, with descriptions and useful historical data, substantial acquisition cost ......

1,000.00

4314 ws`
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URUGUAY
4316 ws

1857-1972 collection of used and unused singles and sets, neatly written-up on 140+ pages, with a
selection of Diligencia forgeries, Thin and Thick Numerals, various shades and pmks, Coat of Arms
and Numeral issues, 1883 definitives, including errors and varieties, some proofs, blocks, few
covers, 1892 Provisionals with inverted surcharges, blocks of four or larger, later issues, always
well supplemented with inverted, misplaced and double overprints, proofs of the Liberty issues, 20th
Century includes Air Post and Parcel Post, many sets, souvenir sheets, etc., mostly fine-v.f. ............

750.00

YEMEN
4317 w/wwa

1926-67 three volume collection, mostly complete with hundreds of mostly unused singles and sets
from Kingdom of Yemen, with first issue set of three (SG 1-3), various scarce overprints in different
colors, some inverted and double (visit of Prince Serif Al Islam Abdulla of Sana’s to New York), also
a registered cover with scarce franking, flown from Hodeida to New York, Yemen’s admission to the
United Nations, imperforate pairs, Visit to President Truman overprints, Waterlow & Sons proofs,
provisional issues, provisional Air Post, 1960 Olympics perf. and imperf. sets and souvenir sheet,
Mutawakelite Kingdom issues in Exile, rare Consular stamp overprinted in red (SG R38,

£1,100), souvenir sheets, imperf. varieties, 1967 “Yemen Air Post” adhesives, also rare surcharges
for Victims of Poisonous Gas Attacks (18 different), Yemen Arab Republic, with unusual JFK proofs
of the overprint, inverted and double overprints, perf. and imperf. Scout sets, Space, Olympics, Art,
etc., fine-v.f. ......................................................................................................................................................

1,000.00

YUGOSLAVIA

4318 ws`

1919-2000 large, detailed collection on 14 volumes, two volumes with Slovenia, a study of the
higher values of 1919-1920 King Peter 1st; Ljubljana Printing, Kingdom of Slovenia; general issues
super complete from 1921, including imperf. set and overprinted “Specimen”, part perf. with vertical
strip of 10 of 25d dark blue, imperf. horizontally, 1922-24 black & blue overprints, error (Scott 19b),
parcel card, De La Rue printings, souvenir sheets, Semi-Postals, Air Post and Postage Dues (J9a
error included), covers and FDCs, 1941 National Exhibition, set of four miniature sheets of 16, with
descriptive labels (B124-27), WWII Government in Exile (1945 red overprints, set of six with
Tubinov certificate), 1949 UPU sheetlets of 25, 1962 Olympics imperf. set of six, various provisional
surcharges, dozens of miniature sheetlets, special issues, souvenir sheets, plus much more ............
-83-
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WORLDWIDE
4319 ws`

4320 w

1860-1960 large balance in nine cartons, with Greece, large Elbe stock book with hundreds of used
and unused, including Large Hermes Heads, hundreds of U.S. and worldwide Christmas and TB
seals, also collection of Red Cross in album, including British Omnibus Series, French and Austrian
vignettes and Exhibition labels, album with old French picture postcards, stock books with
Czechoslovakia, Austrian Revenues, Cinderella labels, collections of United Nations in White Ace
album, two volume collection of DDR (East Germany) in hingeless Lighthouse albums, Austrian
postal stationery collection on pages, other album pages, stock books and collections of Laos and
Cambodia, Thailand, some South American countries, Poland, Ukraine, many interesting and
appealing items in envelopes, huge collection of modern ship markings of Kiel, some intact as
purchased from dealers and auctions, new issues, plus much more ........................................................

2,500.00

1884-1970 British and French Africa and Independent Countries of Africa, also Asia and Middle
East, collection in eleven large Scott Specialty albums, housed in three cartons Algeria-Togo, with
French Colonies, including some Omnibus sets, France Libre, etc., post-Independence quite
complete, with sets, souvenir sheets and occasional varieties; Jordan, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia,
with many better sets, including Hejaz, Air Post, various overprints, plus many George VI and QEII
commemoratives and definitives, Great Britain, Cyprus, Morocco Agencies, M.E.F. overprints,
Cyprus, Malta, Australia, New Zealand, Sierra Leone, Seychelles, St. Helena, India from 1848,
including Gandhi set of four, plus many others, some early used, generally unused, l.h., fine-v.f. ....

2,500.00

John F. Kennedy
4321 w/wwaP 1964 large collection in six completely filled White Ace albums, apparently complete, with singles,
sets, souvenir sheets, plus hundreds of special issues and proofs, many rare items from Trucial
States, stage proofs from Qatar, perforated and gummed sheetlet from Monaco, various imperforate
items, deluxe sheets, plus much more, including “John F. Kennedy” signature on large 4c (U.S.
Malaria) pane of 25, with letter headed “The White House”, dated April 26, 1962 and confirming that
the President was glad to autograph this sheet (signed by Evelyn Lincoln, Personal Secretary to the
President), plus 1964 letter signed by Robert F. Kennedy, as Attorney General, etc. ..........................

1,000.00

WORLDWIDE COVERS AND POSTAL HISTORY
4322 `

1846-1960 six cartons with many hundreds of covers and FDCs from Albania (modern commercial
mail, pictorial franking), Austria, with 1850 Issue, Fieldpost, locals, Switzerland (mostly modern
flight covers), France, including a selection of 19th Century FLs, also “Via Siberia” and Paquebot
covers, some older Yugoslavia parcel cards, pre-philatelic FLs from Levant, with interesting
markings, Poland WWI, military usages, special cancels, Postal Stationery from Austria, also
extensive 19th Century German Local Post stationery entire envelopes and cards, Montenegro,
Italian area, including excellent showing of stampless letters from Lombardy-Venetia (some better
markings), U.S. FDCs, Austrian modern Parachute flight covers, Vienna UN FDCs, modern Belarus
commercial correspondence, plus much more, with many items acquired individually for hundreds of
dollars and simply not appropriately placed in designated collections .....................................................

END OF SALE - THANK YOU
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